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ART

April 14-June 11 "Leger, Our Contemporary,"
an exhibit of paintings, drawings, gouaches,
and prints by the great twentieth-century
French painter Fernand Leger. Organized by
the Institute for the Arts and made possible
by loans from private and public collections in
Texas. Rice Museum. Hours: Tues. through
Sat., 10 A.M. tO 5 PM.; Sun., noon to 6 PM.

April 18-May 14 Rice Student Show. Sewall
Gallery, ground floor Sewall. Hours: Mon.
through Sat., noon to 5 PM.

TRAVEL

May 20-22 Camping and canoeing on the
Guadalupe River, organized by the Houston-
area Young Alumni Club. For complete
information on the excursion call the alumni
office at (713) 527-4057. ,

June 16-29 A Scandinavian excursion to
Sweden, Finland, and Denmark. Organized
by the Association of Rice Alumni. For more
information, call the alwnni office, (713)
527-4057.

SPORTS

It's a full season for all Rice teams. All
matches are at Rice unless noted otherwise.
Baseball
April 14
April 15
April 21
April 22
April 28
April 29

Baylor, at Waco, 3 PM.
Baylor, at Waco, 1 PM.
TCU, 3 PM.
TCU, 1 p.m.
SMU, at Dallas, night.
SMU, at Dallas, 1 PM.

Tennis
April 10 Arkansas, at Fayetteville (M)
April 11 North Harris County Junior

College, at NHC,
Houston (W)

April 15 Pan American, 1:30 PM. (M)
April 15 Hardin-Simmons (W)
April 20-22 North Texas State, at Denton,

for State Championship (W)
April 21-23 Southwest Conference

Championship, at Corpus
Christi (M)

Track
April 15 Quad (M&W)
April 22 Baylor Invitational, at Waco (M)
April 28-29 Penn Relays, at

Philadelphia (M)
April 28-29 State Meet, at College

Station (W)
May 4 Quad, at Austin (M)
May 12-13 Southwest Conference Outdoor

Championship, at Austin (M)
May 26-27 USTFF, at Wichita, Kan. (M)
June 2-4 NCAA, at Eugene, Ore. (M)

Golf
April 12-14 All American Intercollegiate.

MUSIC

The Shepherd School of Music concludes its
Spring Concert Season. All concerts take
place in Hamman Hall unless otherwise
noted. A change in seating policy will be in
effect for the remainder of the season. All
concerts are free (except when in conjunction
with the Houston Friends of Music) but now
require a ticket for admission. The Hamman
Hall box office will open at 7:30 PM. the night
of the performance; tickets will not be
available before then and cannot be reserved
by phone. For more information, call the
Shepherd School Concert Line at 527-4854.

April 17

April 18
April 19
April 23

April 26

April 27

Michael Rosenburg, oboe recital;
8:30 PM.

The Shepherd Sinfonia, 8:30 PM.
The Shepherd Quartet, 8:30 Pm.
The Rice Symphony Concert,
3 P.m. Syzygy, 8:30 P.M.

Wayne Crouse, viola recital,
8:30 PM.

The Rice Chorale, 8 PM.

FILMS

The Rice Media Center shows films every
night of the week except Mondays. Show
times are 7:30 PM. during the week and 7:30
and 10 P.M. on weekends. Admission is $1.50.
For movie information call 527-4853.

THEATER

April 10-15 "Arms and the Man" by George
Bernard Shaw. The Rice Players. Hamman
Hall 8 PM. Admission: $1.50 with a Rice
I.D.; $1.50 students; $3.00 others. For
reservations call 527-4040 between 10 A.M.
and 5 RM.

April 28, 29, May 4-6, 11-13 "Three Modern
Noh-Plays" by Yukio Mishima. Contemporary
adaptations of traditional Japanese drama.
Main Street Theater, Autry House, 6265
Main St. Curtain time, 8 PM. Admission:
$1.50 students; $3.00 general. Call (713)
524-3168 for reservations.

LECTURES

April 12 Randall Meyer, president and
chief executive of Exxon. 8 pm., Chemis-
try Lecture Hall. President's Lectures
Committee.

April 19 Saul Bellow, prize-winning novelist,
will present the Brown Foundation — J.
Newton Rayzor Lecture 8 PM. in the Grand
Hall of the Rice Memorial Center.

April 20 Allen Weinstein, professor of history
at Smith College and author of Perjuty: The
Hiss-Chambers Case (Knopf, 1978) will de-
liver the first annual Harold E. and Margaret
Rorschach Memorial Lecture in Legal His-
tory, "Lessons of the Hiss-Chambers Case."
8 P.M., Chemistry Lecture Hall.

LETTERS

To the editor:
Yes! That's my nightmare! So someone else
has it. "Passing in the Night," Feb. issue.

It's graduation time. I've just been in-
formed that I haven't completed a math credit
(it's always math). I didn't know I was signed
for the course; I never attended a lecture.
Now I'm at the final; I cannot understand a
single question; time is almost up...

Very infrequently the dream concerns
highschool instead. It never concerns UT
Austin although I've been a graduate student
there for five years now.
The dream occurred frequently after

graduation and during my three-year Navy
tour. The Navy didn't terrify me like Rice did
— I can remember only two dreams being
back in Vietnam. The dream comes only
infrequently now.

It's reassuring to know I'm going to have to
fight it along with every mid-life crisis. The
nightmare gives the Rice school song a
new meaning:
... we will be fighting when the day is

done, and when the dawn comes breaking...
Rodger Liljestrand '70
Austin

To the editor:
I was surprised to read your sympathetic
treatment of the unscientific, ineffective, and
unethical Laetrile therapy being offered by
Dr. Dotson. Your naiveté in accepting a
$1,500 fee for the "complex therapy" not to
mention the copout "combination" rationaliza-
tion for the lack of any well documented
effectiveness of Laetrile is disappointing.
The Laetrile issue is extremely complex —

involving scientific methodology, cross
species extrapolation of therapy, freedom of
choice for patients and doctors, and much
more. A more critical and examining attitude
on your part would be more appropriate
for the lay audience (medically speaking)
Of SALLYPORT.

If you consider yourself inadequate to
question Dr. Dotson's treatment you should
not have given it three columns of free
advertising in sattypoirr.
Dr. Dale R. Stemple '69
Worthington, Ohio

To the editor:
One can only admire the moving and informa-
tive letter of Tom Edwards to the November
SALLYPORT and his discussion of the past
spirit and integral role of the Rice band in
relation to the football program. It seems to
me that one must also accept his conclusions
about the present and future state of Rice
football; i.e., that its demise in the confer-
ence has been essentially certain for some
time, and that it is substantially beyond
improvement without increased moral
support.
A football team should not be expected to

perform in the absence of discernible support
from those persons whom it is ostensibly
supposed to represent. This support at Rice
is often difficult to perceive at home games,

Continued on page 19
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THROUGH THE SALLYPORT

Speaking of Wh0000 (m)
Perhaps one reason that owl stories have

not been frequently printed in SALLYPORT

despite the bird's local renown is that we take
the bird for granted. Like Poe's purloined
letter, the owl is right in front of our eyes —
and we overlook him.

In 1917, architecture students constructed
a huge, stuffed owl to serve as a mascot at
football and basketball games. Just three
months after its "birth," however, the bird
was stolen by a rowdy bunch of A&M
students. A hired private detective found the
mascot in College Station and sent a coded
telegram back to our Main Street campus —
"Sammy is better. Would like to see his family
at H Pit tonight" — to alert the home forces.
Thus the bird got a name.

There is another story, yet to be written,
on the numerous tales of wild owls which
have nested on the Rice campus. Frank A.
Pattie, a former psychology professor at
Rice, remembers the family of barn owls
which nested in the attic of the Chemistry
Laboratory in the thirties and forties. "It
seemed to me that the architect had provided
space for them in that building," he says.
Frank E. Durham Ph.D. '58 says those barn
owls were still in the tower in 1959-60. He
and a friend traced their flight with a flashlight
one night to discover their nest: "The young
owls . .. glared whitely at us, the parent birds
seemed really threatening, and the whole
group looked as if Athena herself might have
dispatched them to guard the campus. It was
magic." A more daring owl lived in the trees
between Anderson Hall and the Physics
Building, according to Pat Leske '68. The
feathered avenger swooped down upon
couples who chose the bench between the
buildings for a nighttime rendezvous. "I think
that this particular owl was shot and then
strung up in front of the library just after
graduation in 1965," she says.

A more difficult story would be an attempt
to cite the superlatives of owldom. "Most
unusual owl" might go to a set of solid brass
owls owned by Felix Runion '39. A friend of
his bought the graduated set in Burma from
an opium dealer who used them as weights.
"The man who sold them to my friend was

astonished that he wanted to buy the weights
instead of the product he was selling,"

reports Runion.
"Most owls" would be an honor contested

for years, but one likely candidate is not an

alumnus of Rice. That candidate is the "Only

Owls" store in Vail, Colo., where owls are the

only merchandise.
In this issue, we've collected some pic-

tures of Rice people and their favorite owls.

There is a variety of occupations and owl

tastes, with the common denominator of the
za, People chosen being an association of service

to the university. But this doesn't mean we

will now shelve the owl for a decade or so. We

like the idea of owl stories. Do you? If you
z . have any owl lore, or know of a good

t candidate for the most or the most unusual

Owls, drop us a line.

High Notes
Getting applause on the operatic stage is

no great feat, opera diva Beverly Sills told
students of Rice's Shepherd School of Music.
"All you have to do is hold a high note for
three counts too long and you'll bring the
house down."

Sills, perched on the arm of a chair in the
Kyle Morrow Room of Fondren Library,
spoke to about thirty-five music students in
an informal question-and-answer session on
March 16.

"The applause may be easy, but it's not
worth it if you break out of character," Sills
said. "The main difference I found in perform-
ing for the New York City Opera and the Met
was that at the Met you could get away with
taking center stage for an aria, breaking out
of character, and even bowing at the end of it.
They'd never let you do that at the City. I
want to feel that I've created a character
when I come off the stage at the end of a
performance."

Should acting lessons, then, be an impor-
tant part of an opera singer's training? "Quite
frankly, I couldn't afford them. I did eventually
take lessons in how to fall and kneel on stage,
which are very important. I'll be forty-nine in
two months and I can still fall down stairs on
stage gracefully and safely.
"I learned to act just by being on stage with

good actors and reacting to them. A lot of
acting is reacting."

Another student wanted to know how Sills
"psychs up" before a performance. "I don't,"
she answered. "After thirty years on the
stage, I've gained a proficiency in my art —
as anyone would. I know that some nights my
voice will not be in its best form, so I just do
the best I can. Raising five children has had
something to do with my not worrying about
my performance, too. A sick child or other
unpredictable calamity has to be coped with
as it occurs — not at your convenience. But
the main reason I'm not nervous is that I love
what I'm doing." Her most difficult work
comes in finding for herself who her character
is. Often, she said, a certain cue from a good
director will bring the character together
for her.
"At the age of thirty-nine, I had a part in

which I turned to the audience and sang, 'I'm
only sixteen.' I was having a very hard time
with that line until the director said, 'Think
Lolita.' Suddenly, I knew exactly what to do."
Few people saw Beverly Sills arrive on

campus, and few saw her leave. But those
who did, will long remember.

`1514
'-

Promotion Notion
Eating, drinking, dressing, partying, think-

ing, planning, looking, and driving for success
— a thousand paths to the top are described
in various self-help books on the market.
Every profession has its own specific re-
quirements and prerequisites for promotion,

college teaching notwithstanding, newly-
tenured Jane Nitzsche, associate professor
of English, will tell you. Her article on
promotions up the academic ladder, appearing
in the February issue of Change Magazine of
higher education, gave pointers for the
untenured professor: an endangered
species.
Of the three criteria used for promotions of

faculty — university service, teaching effec-
tiveness, and publication — university serv-
ice is the least important, according to
Nitzsche. Still, you should not take service
for granted, but volunteer for committees and
be a diligent member.

Teaching effectiveness is a tricky term.
"Actually, to be a successful teacher at your
university may not be equivalent to being an
effective one — and your department proba-
bly prefers you to be popular to boost
enrollment figures." To be a popular teacher,
you study the success of popular teachers.
Follow the university grading curve closely so
that you alienate neither the students nor
your colleagues by grading too hard or too
easily. "It is especially important to get to
know students and to let them know you.
Invite students to lunch (especially those who
linger after class), frequent their social
activities, throw parties for them yourself,
either during the semester or in the last
weeks of class."
As for the most important criterion, publi-

cation, the key word is perseverance. Don't
be discouraged if your articles are turned
down several times. "It may take five years
to research, write, and revise an article,
much less have it published."
Numbers of published works required for

tenure varies from university to university
and seem to have inflated recently. "At Rice,
either a published book or six 15- to 20-page
articles would earn you promotion and tenure
five years ago; now both book and articles are
necessary to ensure tenure with promotion."

Taking care of your own person by alleviat-
ing the stress you feel as an untenured
professor is also important. For this kind of
treatment, Nitzsche recommends making
friends outside the university and avoiding
interdepartmental cliques; buying a house as
soon as possible (indication of intended
permanence); taking up a sport (the gym is a
good place to meet people); and using your
time well. For the latter, she suggests using
"prime" time for research; time after teaching
a class, when you're most excited, for
errands, letters, etc.; and small amounts of
time when you are less able to concentrate
for grading papers.

Following all these steps, she says, will
give you a stronger feeling of controlling your
own destiny, "less debilitating than the belief
that your fate is being decided by some
external force — in this case by an omnipo-
tent deity in the form of the university."

Hoopla
One evening encapsulated most of the Rice

experience — scrappy underdogs coming
from behind, a sense of humor, frustration.
The February 7 basketball game against the
Texas Longhorns will long be remembered
after the devastating score, 102-86, is forgot-
ten. There were clowns and balloons, electric
excitement, and "unusual" officiating.

It all began when UT's coach Abe Lemons
and some of his players suggested that Rice
coach Mike Schuler's style of multi-
substitutions denigrated the contest. In his
first year as coach of the basketball team,
Schuler has developed what has been coined
the "Schuler Shuffle" by local sportswriters.
The strategy involves a two-platoon system
of player replacement in an effort to have the
best offensive and best defensive players on
the floor under the circumstances in which

they are most needed.
In the January 17 game against Texas,

which Rice lost 78-64, Schuler made a
whopping 99 substitutions. "I don't see any
reason for that," Lemons commented. "All
we needed were clowns to make this a
circus."

Rice picked up the cue and designated the
second game "clown night." It was by far the
most eagerly anticipated and highly publicized
basketball game of the season on campus.
Some students appeared in full clown regalia,
with floppy shoes, balloon bloomers, horns,
hats, and flowers. Many others painted their
faces and put on overalls. Before the game,
there was clowning on Autry Court and at
halftime there was a free-throw contest
among representatives of each college.
A sense of humor was needed by halftime,

with the Longhorns leading 50-33. The
clowns' cavorting slowed and even the blue
and white balloons dotting the stands seemed
to droop. But coming off the bench for the
second half, the Owls made clowns of Texas.
The stands buzzed more and more loudly as
the Rice team closed the 17-point gap.
Several Texas turnovers and Owls who
couldn't miss brought the score to an incredi-
ble 56-56 tie, a result of Rice outscoring
Texas 23-6 in the first nine minutes of the
second half. The students were behind their
team like never before, cheering, standing,
jumping. Clowns were forgotten. Then it
happened.

Texas had slowly built up a lead again,
when Rice's Alan Miller fouled a Longhorn
who was driving in for a layup. Referee Joe
Shoshid ruled a deliberate foul against Miller,
worth two free throws. Schuler approached
Shoshid for a ruling and before the spectators
could figure out what was going on, Texas had
two technicals added to the booty.

Schuler later said he did not curse, and did
not receive an answer to his question. "I said
'Why?' and got a technical," he said. "Then I
said 'I can't believe that' and got another. If I
had cursed that man he could have thrown
me out."
The Longhorn's layup counted, Texas

made all six free throws, and promptly scored
again when they received the ball out-of-
bounds after the technicals. That's right, a
ten-point play. The score was 86-67 at the
end of the play. But even without the point
spread, the demoralized Owls probably could
not have won at that point.

In the end, a tally of free-throws made,
42-19, in favor of Texas, told the story. And a
crew of sad-faced clowns straggled out of the
gym. Wait'll next year.
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The overriding emotion was the sense of urgency
and importance of the pipeline, and the adventure of
never-been-tried engineering techniques.

Frontier
Fever:
Notes from
the Alaska
Pipeline

By Irene Walker '77

T
he Texas frontier, in its way, has always
had a place at Rice. It is a part of the
school's history, in the story of a
self-made man who carved a fortune out

of frontier merchandising in the nineteenth
century and then willed it to the creation of a
university. It is seen in the student body,
two-thirds Texan, which includes many a
farm boy or girl from the western plains. It is
demonstrated in the entrepreneurial spirit of
many graduates who end up heads of their
own businesses.

But though Texas is still a land of wide-
open opportunity, it is not a true frontier.
Alaska is. And it is probably more than
coincidence that since the beginning of the
trans-Alaska pipeline, Texans have predomi-
nated in that rugged land. Some of them, such
as David Norton '72, are Rice graduates. His
decision to go to Alaska after graduation was
almost a casual one, but the challenge of the
land and the work has held him there.

"Pipeline construction was a crazy time,"
he says. "Everything was fast, including the
lifestyle. Now, pipeline operation seems so
slow that it drags. But there are several more
big projects in the making. Three companies
are vying for rights to the construction of a
natural gas pipeline running from Prudhoe
Bay through Canada, which might begin as
early as nineteen-eighty. I'm looking forward
to it.
"The pipeline is a self-perpetuating thing

—the state is geared-up for it. The people
and the skills are here, and now they need
something else to employ them. As for me,
the most important factor in whether I'll stay
is having a job that will hold my attention. I've

been spoiled by the fast pace of a large
construction project and I'm beginning to
realize that most engineering jobs aren't as
exciting as the ones to which I have been
exposed during my short experience. I can
understand how some people turn into
construction 'groupies,' following the big
projects all over the world, and why high
salaries are in part necessary to tide these
people over during the slack time between
projects."
The Alaska Pipeline — bitter cold, enor-

mous salaries, inefficiencies, and featherbed-
ding. Some of the stories are true, some
exaggerated. But according to Norton, the
overriding emotion during the construction
years was the sense of urgency and the
importance of the pipeline, and the adventure
of never-been-tried engineering techniques.
These made Norton stay. What made him go?

"After graduating in May, with a B.S. in
Civil Engineering, I had planned to take the
summer off to relax and do some traveling. I
was burned out from school and four years of
studying. I felt like I was swimming and I
couldn't see where I wassgoing. I just wanted
to get out of the water and take a deep
breath. Except for a couple of perfunctory
interviews with on-campus recruiters, which
did little except reinforce my gut feeling that
I didn't want to start a career just yet, I
had shown little interest in long-term
employment.
"However, Mrs. Dumenil at the placement

office was concerned about my lack of
employment. In response to her quizzing
about what I wanted to do, I finally allowed
that I wouldn't mind working in Alaska, a
place I'd never visited but that obviously held

exotic promise. So, after returning to my
communal house in Houston from an end-of-
school backpacking trip in New Mexico with
fellow graduates, I received a call from Mrs.
Dumenil. She had been tipped off by one of
her contacts that Michael Baker, Junior,
Incorporated, a consulting., firm headquar-
tered in Jackson, Mississippi, needed en-
gineers for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. I called
them that morning, they flew me to Jackson
for an interview that afternoon, and ten days
later I was in Alaska."
Speedy employment was not unusual for

the times, Norton says, because "they were
desperate for engineers." The pipeline was
finally approved by Congress and signed into
law in late 1973, after four years of disputes
and litigation. Even with a green light for

construction, Alyeska Pipeline Corp. — the
non-profit corporation formed in 1970 for
construction of the pipeline, having member-
ship of eight oil companies in the United
States, Canada, and Great Britain — was
stymied. There was no year-round road
north of the Yukon River to the oil fields of
Prudhoe Bay. Baker was to build the haul
road — the first permanent highway con-
structed north of the Arctic Circle. Alyeska
wanted it fast.
"The company wanted me to leave in five

days, but I convinced them that I had to have
at least ten. I'll never forget stepping off
the plane at Dietrich Camp — one of the pret-
tiest in Alaska. There were giant peaks
everywhere, woods, and a little river. I
couldn't believe I was there. My second day
in Alaska I arrived at Chalandar,one hundred
fifty miles north of the Arctic Circle and near
Atigun Pass — the highest point on the
pipeline. After supper, suffering from jet lag,
I returned to my room for a short nap. When
I awoke, my clock read two o'clock and I
stumbled bleary-eyed out into blazing sun-
shine, thinking I had extremely overslept.
Then I ran into a member of the night crew
and realized that I was wandering around in
the middle of the night! That was my first
lesson in twenty-four hour sunshine from
May to mid-August."

Norton says that there wasn't any false
advertising during the Mississippi interview:
he knew what he was in for. For eight weeks
he was to work twelve hours a day, seven
days a week. Then he'd get two weeks off
and a plane ticket to Houston. Living quarters
were barracks with two-men rooms. Gener-
ally, the laborers were separate from the

managerial staffs. Since there were only a
few miles of road north and south of the
camp, everything — from clothing to
chapstick — was flown in. Alcohol and drugs
were forbidden, but there was a brisk
smuggling business. Workers came from all
over. "Many had advanced degrees, like a
master's in English, and were just working for
the money," Norton says. "I was in the
minority because I was actually working in my
chosen field. It was very isolated; there was
no place to go. But the food was great, steak
and lobster all the time, and we saw first-run
movies. And there were no fences. You could
walk out your back door and keep on going
and suddenly you were in the wilderness.
That was the best part of it. It was like
walking into another world. During that first

summer, I often took hikes at one or two in
the morning."

Norton didn't mind the long hours either.
"In fact, I kind of prefer an eight-week on,
two-week off shift. You can really do some-
thing in two weeks. Now working eight to
five, five days a week, it seems like every
time I start to get into gear, the weekend
comes up. You have a slowdown on Friday,
and a lot of Monday is spent getting started
again. And with only one real vacation a year,
I find myself living for weekends."
The Alaskan cold came gradually that first

year. "I didn't find it difficult to adjust,"
Norton says. "I had a harder time adjusting to
Houston's heat on my first 'R and R' [Rest and
Recreation] during an October heat wave. I
was always sweating and dragging. At least
with cold you can do something about it —
add more clothes.

"I do remember one day in Chandalar when
it was fifty-eight below zero. I spent most of
the day indoors. When I did go out I had to
take shallow breaths to keep my lungs from
getting frostbite. My nose hairs froze when I
inhaled and I could hear the crinkle of them
breaking off. And I had to be sure not to grab
anything with my bare hand."
That first year was an introduction to some

of the engineering techniques which would be
required to build a pipeline extending over
eight hundred miles of a wild and varied
terrain. The spring, not the winter, was the

problem construction season. Although the
top few inches of ground melts in the

springtime sun, the underlying permafrost

remains rock solid and impermeable. The
meltwater has no place to go, and so stays
swampy on top of the ground. Camp Chanda-
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lar was built during the winter by hauling
pre-fabricated housing units across a Yukon
River "ice bridge" with huge DC-9 "cats."
The ice bridge was constructed by pouring
layer after layer of water onto the frozen
river until a thick layer of ice built up.
The "winter road" at Chandalar, before

Baker Inc. arrived, was made of snow and
ice, not gravel, and was passable only during
the winter months. To build a permanent haul
road, a two- to three-foot-thick pad of gravel
was laid directly on top of the tundra
vegetation. The vegetation could not be
disturbed because it served to insulate and
preserve the permafrost beneath the Alaskan
tundra. If the permafrost melted, the road
bed would buckle.
The road was finished in November of

1975, and after New Year's, Norton was
loaned by Baker to Alyeska as a field engineer
for the southern section of the pipeline. He
was moved to a camp near Glenallen, just one
hundred miles north of the southern terminus
and major port for the pipeline: Valdez.
Glenallen was a frontier town — of the best
and the worst kind. There were frontier
toads and saloons and a fast-paced and
dangerous lifestyle.
"Everyone was getting into the mystique
— like a modern-day gold rush — of trying to
get across a posture of rough-and-tumble
frontier life. It was everything you've heard
about dropping hundreds of dollars. There
was a bell in every bar and when you hit the
bell, that meant you were buying a round of
drinks for the whole house. It happened all
the time. All of a sudden I'd have two or three
drinks sitting in front of me.
"There was a lot of showing-off of money,

too, which accounted for much of the vio-
lence. People had huge diamond rings and
plenty of drugs were in evidence. Cocaine
was the pipeliner's drug. Poker games went
on with incredibly high pots. People were
rolled on the streets, where hookers and
con-men hung out. Hangers-on were in
full force and there were traveling mas-
sage parlors.
"I wasn't really interested in participating
— I was more amused by most of it. There
were some times when I knew it was time to
quietly leave — such as the time when the
guy standing next to me at the bar was
stabbed. But I felt lucky to be able to view the
sociological phenomenon of the bars. I felt
Myself an observer. At Rice, almost all of my
social inputs were school-related. This was a
new world."

Life at the camp differed markedly from
that at Chandalar. There were more women,
and coed barracks. "The most important
thing I remember about my year and a half
stay at Glenallen was the people. Most of the
Project management and engineering people
were very young and a close, college dorm-
like atmosphere developed. Large, outdoor

Picnic parties were frequent during the warm

Months, and with sexual job barriers dropping
left and right, the 'ratio,' at least for us 'office'
types, approached Rice's."
At Chandalar, "you partied at night with the

same people you worked with during the day.
It produced some stress, but also made us a

very close-knit group in a kind of comrades-
at-arms situation. But there was a greater

crosssection of people at Glenallen."
One influx of people that summer was a

group of archaeologists, excavating the site

Prior to construction. Alyeska was required

by law to hire archaeologists to excavate for

artifacts before the pipeline could be con-

structed. These groups worked the same
long hours of the pipeliners, staying one step
ahead of the bulldozers to "rip and run;" that
is, practice salvage archaeology that doesn't
allow for second chances, a return engage-
ment, or late questions.
Norton met his future wife in an excavation

site at the bottom of a gravel pit near
Glenallen. Ellen, a member of an archaeologi-
cal team from the University of Alaska, was
hired to explore the remains of an annual
Ahtna Indian fishing camp. "They had to work
fast, but they worked well." Norton says.
"That site would not have been excavated
had it not been for Alyeska, because it was
not considered to be a particularly important
one. But it added some valuable information
to the current knowledge on the lifestyle of
the Ahtna Indians."
As an above-ground construction super-

visor in Glenallen, Norton spent most of his
mornings in meetings and paperwork, and his
afternoons visiting sites — often by helicop-
ter. The opportunity to "buzz around the
countryside in the choppers chasing crews
was great," he says.
"Most problems were of a more human

than technical nature. There was a constant
four-way tug-of-war between project man-
agement, who wanted to get the job done
quickly and cheaply; the engineering staff,
who wanted to ensure that the design was not
compromised; the subcontractors doing the
actual field work, who wanted to keep the
labor unions happy; and the quality control
contractor, who wanted to minimize shoddy
craftsmanship."

C

onsider that the pipeline is the largest
single privately-financed project in his-
tory. It also has been regulated more
closely by local and federal government

agencies than any privately-financed project
in history. Some six state and six federal
agencies oversaw all aspects of the pipeline,
from hiring practices to water quality control;
from subcontracting to integrity of the
pipeline itself; from scenic and wildlife protec-
tion to archaeological excavation. And there
was always the media to keep everything out
in the open. Besides the various modes of
regulation, there were incredible physical
obstacles: twenty-nine camps housing 400 to
2,800 persons had to be built as well as the
260-mile haul road. The state shared the cost
of the first permanent bridge across the
Yukon River ($25 million) and the pipeline
bridged thirteen additional rivers. Three
permanent and eight temporary airfields
were constructed by Alyeska along with
Alaska's first cross-state, north-to-south
public communications system.

"In the end, I think having all the different
forces pulling in different directions was the
best way to do it," says Norton. "And trying
to convince people to move in the same
direction was the most interesting part of my
job. The governmental regulation wasn't
helpful as far as efficiency, but it kept things
from being slipshod. And because of the
media, people had to be careful. The many
checks and balances were at times costly and
counterproductive, but they really proved
themselves in the weld fraud [summer, 1976].
A combination of federal inspections and
media coverage brought it to a satisfactory
end — though it cost Alyeska a lot of money."
The fraud involved the falsification of radio-
graphs taken of some mainline girth field
welds. As a result, the quality of nearly four
thousand pipe welds was questioned. About

half of those were found to involve tampered
tests, and after repairing and replacing about
nine hundred, and asking for special exemp-
tions for others in inaccessible spots — these
welds were deemed safe by Alyeska tests
conducted in Great Britain — Alyeska was
given a clean bill by the federal government.

Extraordinary measures were sometimes
taken to ensure that the environment would
not be disturbed by the pipeline. The scenic
beauty of Keystone Canyon was preserved
by delicately threading the pipeline along the
lip of the canyon. The location of a pump
station was changed to protect the nesting
grounds of peregrine falcons, and the pipe
went high above the ground or beneath the
tundra to protect the permafrost and provide
for caribou crossings.
"Once we already had some above-ground

pipe installed and tested when inspectors
questioned whether the ground might liquefy
in an earthquake. We ended up taking out one
thousand feet of pipe and digging down fifty
feet to replace the entire hillside with
well-drained gravel before replacing the
pipe," Norton says.

Labor presented its own special problems.
Labor unions are extremely strong in Alaska.
In order to get a "no-strike" clause in the
labor contract, Alyeska was forced to make
several concessions. "I had never been
around unions, and I was amazed at the
inefficiency and featherbedding that contracts
institutionalized," says Norton. "They
couldn't strike, but there were all kinds of
slowdowns. And incredible numbers of
people were required for a simple job. It was
just a fact of life I had to learn to live with.
Towards the end, there wa,5, a lot of 'wob-
bling,' a deliberate slowdoWn by labor to
postpone layoffs. It then took eight weeks to
get two weeks of work done.

"I think the one thing I was the most
unprepared for in Alaska was the high wages
union laborers received. Their salaries were
the same as or more than mine. I couldn't
help but occasionally ask why I went to Rice.
The main compensation was having an in-
teresting job."
There were two areas of animosity among

Alaskan workers, according to Norton.
"There is a union from Tulsa, Oklahoma,
Local seven ninety-eight, who are known as
seven ninety- eighters. They are the only
local qualified to weld pipelines and are used
for every major pipeline construction in the
world. They've developed their own mys-
tique and swagger, a posture of hell-raisers.
They're used to coming in and running the
show. But the Teamsters union has tra-
ditionally been very strong in Alaska, before
the pipeline. The conflict between the two
was natural.
"There was also an antagonism towards

'pointy-toes,' or Texans, from native Alas-
kans. But then a stereotype of loud, red-
necked, tobacco-chewing men with cowboy
hats and pointy boots has caused tension in
places other than Alaska."

Another labor problem involved prejudice
against natives and women. "Native hire" was
an extensive training and hiring program
funded by Alyeska, state, and government
agencies, and instituted by the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline Act. "Most of the natives on the
pipeline didn't want to do construction; they
were just earning enough money to buy a
boat or something to help them establish their
lifestyle in their villages," says Norton. "I'm
not sure 'native hire' programs were such a
good idea. In the Alaskan culture, the family
is all-important. On the pipeline, the stress
produced from the separation from their
families is compounded by the stress of the
camps — which are culturally sterile. Even
the skills they learn cannot be capitalized on
unless they continue on construction and
continue the stresses of separation. The only
advantages accrue when the money they earn
can be used for other purposes, such as a
fishing boat."

According to Alyeska reports on pipeline
construction, pipeline workers from the
"lower forty-eight" often made the error of
assuming that native workers were lazy or
irresponsible because they would leave the
pipeline when a message arrived of an illness
or birth in the family. Family comes first.
Women had to prove themselves in their

non-tradiational roles as bulldozer operators,
surveyors, and laborers. "It was inevitable

that the older union men would view them as
a threat to their masculinity," Norton says.
"But, usually, once they proved themselves
capable of the job, they were accepted.
"In every construction project you en-

counter prejudice of some kind — against
race, youth, religion, whatever. Alaska was
no worse than anywhere else."
Though he enjoyed his work in Glenallan,

Norton missed Ellen. In the early fall of 1975
he obtained a transfer to Anchorage to be
with her during her last year at the university.
In Glenallen he worked for Alyeska's Head-
quarters Engineering Staff as a stress en-
gineer. Chris Heuer '71, "an old Hanszen
compatriot," had the office next door. The
pipeline construction was winding up.
"In 1977 I switched from being a Michael

Baker loanee to an Alyeska 'direct hire' and
started working for the pipeline operating
group. I became involved in building and
maintaining all the permanent civil engineer-
ing appurtenances of the pipeline: access
roads, bridges, erosion control structures,

David Norton

permanent pump station housing, etc. Ellen
and I were married in March, and the
pipeline, after an explosion that destroyed
pump station eight, became operational
in July."

In Anchorage, Norton is putting his
pipeline earnings to use. He and Ellen have
bought an older house and are in the process
of remodeling it. A pickup truck and an MGB
get him to work in the snow and to the
country in the summer. The cost of living is
the highest of any major city in the U.S.,
according to the Department of Labor. Bread
is $1.25 a loaf; milk, $1.30 for half a gallon;
and $.77 buys a gallon of gasoline. "Anchor-
age is an anomaly. We have our McDonalds
and Seven/Elevens, but the population is only
a hundred seventy thousand with the woods
thirty minutes away. The surrounding moun-
tains make it very picturesque," Norton says.
The beauty of the land butting up to the

materialism of industry is the mark of
frontier Alaska — a raw economy. The
pipeline was a four-year, $7.7 billion human
feat of amazing proportions. When problems
arose, money solved them. For young en-
gineers, such as Norton, the situation was
ideal. "Things changed from day-to-day, and
decisions had to be made quickly," he says.
"Responsibility had to be delegated way down
for major decisions costing a good deal of
money. It was really a good feeling to buzz
out to a stopped-work site by helicopter,
analyze the problem, and make a decision.
And since above-ground pipelines involved
new engineering methods, everyone was in
the same position — the beginning."
A great deal of time and money were spent

to preserve the Alaskan environment, and
the results so far are encouraging. This time.
But what will happen when a natural
gas pipeline is built? When more roads
and bridges allow for increased mining
of the state's valuable resources deep in
the interior?

"It's a real dichotomy," says Norton.
"People want Alaska to be a major supplier of
oil and minerals and also a giant national park.
I think there is room enough for a certain
level of industrial development without de-
stroying Alaska's wilderness. I hope so.
There will be a time when Alaska will be the
only great woods left."
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Think whatever you want about the
value of a Rice education, or any other

association with our university, but one
and only one payoff is ever certain owls.

This is the gift people keep on giving.
Christmas, birthday, Mother's or Father's day, anniversary, the

occasion can be any someone is likely to give you our bird. It might be
in the form of a pillow to rest your head on or a trivet to rest hot dishes on;
an afghan for throwing on cold feet or one of innumerable styles suitable
for throwing on a bookshelf, kitchen shelf, bath shelf, or even attic shelf.

If you had special affection for members of the feathered order before
you came to Rice, or if you have cultivated one since, then you're in luck.
If not, consider that it could be worse. We wouldn't slight anyone's
mascot, but folks could be showering you with horned frogs.

Yes, people look upon Owls with favor —city people do, anyway
inasmuch as they consider them symbols of wisdom or virtue. Of course,
Owls are also symbols of evil, darkness, and death —a natural outgrowth
of their being night-stalking birds of prey — but that's another flock,
surely, birds of a different feather.

However you see Owls, you probably see them often. We at
SALLYPORT do, and that's what gave us the idea for this photo essay.

Here we present selected Houston-area Rice people and their favorite
Owls — our own "Who's Wh0000. " The assignment was executed by
Charles Ford, a Houstonian who is a student at the Art Center College of
Design in Los Angeles.
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arolyn Hooton Wallace '53, Executive Director, Association of Rice
Alumni: It's a Japanese kite, a very fragile thing really, done in
earthtones with big, gold eyes. One of my children gave it to me

several years ago. I flew it once—that's how it got the rip in it— and it's
been on the wall ever since. I've seen a lot of owls and a lot of kites, but I've never
seen another owl kite.

G
ene Hackerman, first lady of Rice: This owl was a gift from Vincent
DiNino, who for many years was director of the Longhorn Band. I
was extremely attached to that group — especially after they came
to my house to sing "Happy Birthday" to me. I was an honorary

member of the band, in fact. Well, when we got ready to leave Austin for Rice,
Vincent gave me this. It's sheet metal of some kind, and I like it. I've really got a
lot of wonderful owls.
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E
ster Cohen, Rice benefactress: I don't know of any I have that are any
better than this. I think it's beautiful. And it's the biggest of the
crystal owls. A lady in Dallas gave me a pair, and they were
the first gifts of the type my husband and I received. They're Steuben owls.

I like Steuben, anyway, and this is a beautiful piece of Steuben. Each one has its
own importance, but this is the one I pick. We didn't ever really "collect" owls,
people just seemed to give them to us.

J
oe Acker '81, freshman student and Lovett College owl-keeper: I didn't
know that Rice had live mascots until I heard about the owlkeeper jobs.
But we have two owls here, Samantha and Annie, both Great Horned
Owls. Annie is my favorite. She's about twelve years old, and

she's been around the students, the lights, and the noise longer, so she's easier to
handle. Owlkeeping is a lot of work, and I'm sure my roommate is tired of seeing
owl food defrosting in the sink all the time, but it's all worth it.

H
omer Rice, director of athletics and head football coach: It's a
collector's owl, a Sabino owl, and I received it as a present
from my football staff at Christmas. I've had a lot of owls, but
this one fascinates me the most because of the size and the significance.

It's a collector's item, the longer you keep it the more valuable it becomes. If the
light shines on it a certain way it's beautiful. There's gold inside.

W
illiam P. Hobby, Jr. '53, publisher of the Houston Post and Lt.
Gov. of Texas: When Lamar Fleming died, his daughter Mary,
who is a very close friend of ours, was cleaning out the house
and found this owl there somewhere. She brought it by and I've

had it here in the library ever since. Fleming was a trustee of Rice [1946-62] and
one of the founders of Anderson Clayton Company. I really don't have the slightest
idea what kind of owl it is. I like it, though.

B
ill Red '48, director, Rice Memorial Center and Campus Store: This is my
favorite. It's made of bread. It was made by Ecuadorian Indians and
is typical of this particular tribe's bread art. My best friend is
an Ecuadorian who's married to an American — a Rice grad — and about

five years ago, on one of her trips back home, outside Quito, she picked this up.
There are mirror frames made of bread, statues of virgins made of bread, and
many other things. She, of course, picked out the owl made of bread.

H
arold "Ike" Rhodes, chief, Rice Police Department: My wife's sister,
Irene Miller, made this ashtray in its entirety. She and her husband
owned the Texas Art Glassworks Company at the time, so theY
had the kilns and all to do it with. She made the form, poured it, arid

fired it for me when I came to Rice. It's in the blue and gray, with the owl and all.
The name and date are on the bottom . . . gosh, that was ten years ago.
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D
ick Maegle '55, executive manager, Tidelands Motor Inn: This ce-
ramic owl was given to me by a merchant seaman, a Phillipino,

during the time I was playing for the San Francisco Forty-niners. We
had a playoff game against the Detroit Lions in nineteen fifty-

seven and this guy couldn't get tickets to it. He knew I was a Rice Owl, so he
brought this piece to me and told me about how big a fan he was. I gave him two
tickets. They weren't too good, but at least he got to see the game.

M
ary Atkinson, administrative secretary, Office of the Dean of Student

Advising: I have a collection of about seventy-five owls here in

the office and at home. This is second generation really; my

first owls were lost when the RMC burned down eight years ago. My

favorite is this one Reba Marshall gave me. She just came in one day holding the

owl and saying, "I think you need this." Reba worked at Rice only about six years,
but I felt as if I knew her all my life.

p
at Quinn '34, retired buyer for United Records Distributing Co.: I've got

sixty-seven hooty owls. I collect them. (My last dog was named

Sammy, you know.) This one here is the one I like the most. I

I bought it myself. It's by "Andrea." Its a little elf owl, and it has such a

sad little old face, a sweet little old face. I just collect the hooty owls for fun.

Mother did, too. I've got so many now though that I've almost quit.

A
nn Pierce Arnett '65, housewife, actress: My parents went to Rice, so

I really started accumulating owls before I went there myself. My

favorite of all is this pin. Daddy gave it to me when I was

a junior, after we'd had quite a fuss about my growing "inde-

pendence." He gave it as a peace offering, a token of support. The owl was

designed by an architect in Houston and is called "Whoo Do You Love?" The eyes

are the key; they're two little hearts.

R
obert Duncan '71, artist: It's not appearance that makes this ashtray

special, believe me. I mean, as an ashtray, this is a good

weapon. And we don't smoke cigarettes, either. But this was a

wedding gift to Liz and me from the Burruses, Sid and Mary Lee. Sid

was the master at Will Rice while I was there. They both are delightful people,

and they make this special. I've thought about wearing it around my neck, but it

would get in the way when I play volleyball. Probably break my nose.

A
rthur Jones, painter, Rice Physical Plant: I got this out of a room

in Herman Brown Hall while we were doing some remodeling

and painting. The room was vacant, empty everywhere, except for

this owl, which was sitting in the corner, alone. And it's the only

owl I've got.
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THE ARTS AT RICE

By William A. Camfield
"The Arts of Rice "is an edited version of
a talk delivered to the general alumni assem-
bly during Homecoming 1977.

The arts are a substantial part
of life at Rice today, a part
comparable in quality to the
rest of the university.

A
s few as ten years ago, a respectable
accounting of the state of the arts at
Rice might have taken only ten or
fifteen minutes. Twenty minutes would

have been more than enough time, even with
an Aggie joke. Recently, though, the visual,
musical, and performing arts and design
programs have expanded to such an extent
that a mere listing would consume one of
those minutes. Rice now has the School of
Architecture; the Rice Players; the Shepherd
School of Music; the Department of Art and
Art History, which includes the Rice Media
Center and Sewall Art Gallery; and the
Institute for the Arts, which includes the Rice
Museum — and this list accounts for none of
the alumni or college activities.
For those who may wonder why these arts

came to be here, the answer is simple on
one level: Mr. Rice said they were to be here.
The initial statement of purpose for the uni-
versity reads, "Dedicated to the advance-
ment of literature, science and art ..." with
instruction to begin as soon as possible in
"architecture," "art and archaeology," and
other disciplines.
Beyond that, I believe that Mr. Rice must

have had the conviction that the arts are
important and that there is no getting around
it. Some of us simply come into this world as
makers of sounds, images, and objects which
are compelling to others. Whistler phrased it
better: "Art happens — no hovel is safe from
it, no prince may depend on it." This has been
going on at least as long as prehistoric
peoples 20,000 to 30,000 years ago —
although they probably did not think of what
they did as art in our terms. For them, it was
probably more like magic.

Despite our distance from prehistoric
peoples, I wonder if our sense of awe and
magic is really so different when we marvel at

our ability to make marks, or watch our first
(or our ten-thousandth) photo taking form in
the developer, or when our personality is
transformed by identity with another during a
dramatic performance.
And that magic or "power" of art is not

reserved for the artist alone. Anytime we, as
spectators, are enraptured or enraged by a
new sound or image, we bear witness to the
power and the relevancy of art.

Art, of course, is not all magic and power.
Renaissance peoples recognized that in the
16th century. They were responsible for
reevaluating the nature of art, promoting it
from a mere craft to an endeavor equal to the
humanities. That is how art came to be in art
academies and universities — because, like
literature, mathematics, and philosophy, it is
part inspiration as well as part craft, part
mind and feeling as well as labor. Like
professors in those other disciplines, we in
art attempt to teach primarily the craft and
traditions. By definition, genius is "difficult"
to teach; still, we try not to exclude it from
academia.
The first evidence of an admirable com-

mitment to the arts at Rice was in the
commission for the campus, which was
awarded to the Boston firm of Cram,
Goodhue and Ferguson. It is fitting that three
campus exhibitions recently displayed original
drawings and documents for the design of
Rice. One was held in the Sewall Hall Art
Gallery, another in Fondren Library, and a
third in Autry House.

In the beginning at Rice, architecture was
clearly "queen" of the arts, and, from the
initial leadership of William Ward Watkin until
today, the department has grown into a
professional school of national prominence.
The other visual arts — painting, drawing,
and sculpture, plus the history of art and
architecture — all entered the curriculum
through the Department of Architecture.
They entered almost immediately with the
hiring of John Tidden (1915) and James
Chillman (1916), but grew little during the fifty
years following.
The other arts were even less developed.

There was nothing in the way of theatre arts
until an extracurricula group was formed in
the 1920s. There were no programs in music
until after 1950, when Sallie Shepherd Per-
kins gave funds for a school of music.
Lectures, concerts, and some undergraduate
instruction followed later in the 1950s, but the
school was not opened until 1975. There was
neither an art museum nor a gallery at Rice
until 1966.

Save, then, for architecture, Rice in 1960
had what can be described as good, but very
limited, offerings in the arts. Small but
significant steps were taken in the mid-1960s,
before major strides were made in 1969,
1971, and 1975 with the advent of the de
Menils, Sewall Hall, and the Shepherd School
respectively.

Special circumstances accompanied this
expansion of the arts, not the least important
of which was available money for those new
operations. But the university also took on
some commitments — at least longer-range
commitments — and was surprised by in-
flationary costs it could not have anticipated.
Faced with these costs, President Hacker-
man and the trustees could have scuttled the
ship; instead, they continued to keep the
vessel afloat by trimming sails rather than
jettisoning vital parts.
Ever prominent among the vital members

of the arts at Rice is the School of Architec-
ture, a thriving professional school led by
David Crane and Jack Mitchell and ranked
nationally among the top ten. It has 110
undergraduate and 90 graduate students,
drawn from the most qualified applicants, and
an excellent faculty of about forty, eighteen of
whom are full-time teachers. A remarkable
range of courses is offered in the school, from
highly specialized, professional classes to a
popular course titled Architecture for Non-
Architects. Five degrees are offered — two
types of undergraduate degrees, two types of
masters degrees, and a doctorate — and a
steady stream of the most eminent profes-
sionals in the world passes through Rice for
lectures and juries.

In addition to developing these varied
programs, the School of Architecture has
worked in recent years to expand the
interface between faculty/students and the
community. Besides the well-known precep-
torship year, there is the Rice Design Alliance
and the Rice Center for Community Design
and Research. The Rice Design Alliance
undertakes lectures, studies, and exhibitions
— such as the Cram exhibition. The Rice
Center is an off-campus, non-profit corpora-
tion concerned with practical problems of
urban planning and public service. Faculty
and students are employed there, and they
have developed, for example, the South Main
study, part of which has been embraced by
the community north of Hermann Park.
No special changes or additions are antici-

pated at the school in the near future, but
Dean Crane is leaving this spring and,
accordingly, a new leader will be with us next

fall. That new leader will discover that
Anderson Hall, which was designed primarily
for offices and classrooms in the Humanities
but now houses the architecture department,
is overcrowded and inefficient. In these lean
budget years, new buildings (not donated and
endowed) are not requested, but there is
good hope for a renovation of the present
building in a few years which would make it
more efficient and also would unite the art
and architecture books in an adjacent corner
of Fondren Library.
The Department of Art and Art History

(the Department of Fine Arts) still enjoys
special ties with the School of Architecture,
though the department gained independent
status in 1966, when John O'Neil was hired as
chairman. O'Neil crystallized two important
features of the department: the bringing
together of artists and art historians and the
initiating of a modest exhibition program. It is
still a united art/art history department with
course requirements in both branches, and it
still has a modest exhibition program. It also
remains an undergraduate program; no
graduate degree is offered.
The department expanded dramatically,

however, in 1969, with the arrival of the
patronage of John and Dominique de Mend.
Then, with the opening of Cleveland Sewall
Hall in 1971, the department finally had a
permanent home. Because Sewall Hall was
underway when the de Menil-supported
people and programs arrived, alteration of
the building to accommodate all the new
activities was impossible; consequently, there
came to be two "temporary" metal "barns" at
the south edge of the campus: Rice Media
Center (film and photography) and the so-
called Rice Museum (Institute for the Arts).
The de Mend patronage brought to Rice

new art historians, filmmakers, photo-
graphers, about 15,000 books, 60,000 slides,
and rooms full of expensive hardware for film
and photography. All of those material goods
were signed over to the university, and the
people and programs were largely absorbed
by the art department, which was then to be
supported in a diminishing progression for
over five years while the university gradually
phased in more support of its own. An
evaluation was to occur after that date.
The personal involvement of the de Mends
was restricted, though, to the Institute for
the Arts.

Whereas much of the outside support
essentially enriched or expanded programs
already in effect at Rice, the Rice Media
Center was a wholly new and different
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addition to the art department. Moreover,
with its photography section under the
guidance of Geoff Winningham '65 and its film
group led by James Blue, the center quickly
became a highly visible, vital part of the
department. Distinguished filmmakers —
like Roberto Rossellini — began to appear on
campus, and Rice's interface with the Hous-
ton community was again expanded by such
programs as annual seminars for teachers of
the Houston Independent School District and,
above all, by a remarkable public film series.
Blue has recently departed Rice for a major
film school, but, with hard work and a
temporary teacher, almost the entire pro-
gram is continuing even though the Dean of
Humanities and Social Services has in-
structed the search committee that the
filmmaker to replace Blue may not be hired
owing to serious budget considerations that
affect the Department of Art and Art History.

W
hile the Rice Media Center has
tended to be more visible, the rest
of the art department has hardly
been shy and retiring. In addition to

some distinguished faculty and students and a
strong undergraduate program, it can boast
of an active lecture program; an artist-in-
residence program supported jointly by a
local patron and a federal grant; the Mellon
Chair employed to bring to Rice such distin-
guished persons as artist Gyorgy Kepes and
photographer Lee Friedlander; an ar-
chaeological site just north of Rome now
being excavated by a Rice team led by
Professors Philip Oliver-Smith and Walter
Widrig of our faculty; and the Sewall Art
Gallery.
Thanks to a little more money the dean has

managed to find, and thanks to the profes-
sional contacts, skill, and self-sacrifice of its
director, Check Boterf, the Sewall Art
Gallery has begun to make a name for itself
despite a very modest budget. An exhibition
of contemporary drawings organized here last
year has circulated widely and drawn favora-
ble reviews in national magazines. Within the
next year, three more important shows will
be presented — one of them on 200 Years
of American Illustration, underwritten by
Exxon.

Statements about the near future of the art
department and the Sewall Art Gallery are
punctuated by question marks. When the de
Menil/Rice five-year plan was essentially
phased out, Rice and an anonymous patron
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were phased in. But that arrangement, too,
must be reconsidered within another year.
Accordingly, the art department is concerned
with maintaining its strength, not with ex-
panding. Yet the Sewall Art Gallery requires
special consideration. Rice does not have a
permanent museum: it has instead two
galleries for temporary exhibitions — the
Sewall Hall Gallery and the Rice Museum. Yet
universities face two natural pressures for a
permanent museum: There is the faculty who
knows that actual works of art are invaluable
for teaching, and there are the alumni and
friends who want to give art works to their
alma mater or favorite school. The teachers
can sometimes be put off, but it is more
difficult to say "no thanks" to an alumnus,
especially if he or she is a special friend and is
offering truly significant art works. But the
university cannot in good faith accept such
gifts unless it has the professional staff,
acclimatized space, and security to exhibit
and care for the art. At Rice, that will take a
substantial commitment. We are not yet at
the point of having to say no, but we could be
"tomorrow." The role of the Sewall Art
Gallery is, then, an important consideration
for the entire campus community, alumni, and
friends.
The other gallery, the Rice Museum, is

operated by the Institute for the Arts, a
non-academic adjunct to the university, to-
tally separate from the art department and
wholly funded and directed by Dominique de
Menil, who reports to the Dean of
Humanities and Social Sciences. The institute
is dedicated to a program of exhibitions,
publications, and commuinity service, includ-
ing a docent program which has served about
12,000 school children a year in Houston and
vicinity.

Institute publications extend to major scho-
larly books on such artists as Ernst and
Magritte, as well as the exemplary catalogues
for exhibitions held in the museum. Occa-
sional exhibits there have been initiated by
other museums, for example the memorable
Machine Show organized by the Museum of
Modern Art in New York and shared with
Rice. But, for the most part, the institute
organizes its own exhibitions from scratch —
drawing on the finest art collections and
scholars in the world, publishing catalogues of
lasting value, and circulating these exhibitions
to major museums throughout the world. Its
Max Ernst exhibition was booked by the Art
Institute of Chicago, the Guggenheim
Museum, and the Museum of Modern Art in
Paris. On the other hand, an exhibit of 10

Centuries of Greek and Roman Art from
Texas Collections proudly made the tour of
this state first.
Such exhibitions garner international atten-

tion for Rice. And they are made possible not
by a generous budget alone, but by devoted
workers, and by the charm, genius, and clout
of the director, Mrs. de Menil.

Dominique de Menil does the work of five
normal over-achievers, but she cannot con-
tinue forever. When she does stop, it is safe
to say that this remarkable woman cannot be
replaced. For many years, members of the de
Menil family have planned to erect a museum
near the Rothko Chapel in Houston. This
would be specially designed for use by
scholars and students; that is, in addition to
the normal, public exhibition spaces, there
would be extra-ordinary private facilities
behind the scenes where, for example, I
might request a study room of Picasso
paintings for an undergraduate seminar at
Rice. Presently, I do not know the status of
that project or the prognosis for some sort of
continuing presence for the institute here,
but the outcome of that could have further
bearing on the role of the Sewall Art Gallery.
For the time being, we might all be grateful
for all that Mrs. de Menil brought to this
university, and for the extraordinary ex-
hibitions and publications now underway.

Another woman whose interest in the arts
changed Rice is Sallie Shepherd Perkins, who
initially funded the Shepherd School of Music
in memory of her grandfather in 1950. The
school was formally dedicated in 1975 under
the leadership of Dean Samuel Jones.
The initial endowment, insufficient for both

a building and a faculty, was put into hiring the
faculty and drawing a program, while tempor-
ary quarters were made in the basement of
Sewall Hall. The growth in three years has
been impressive: ninety-five excellent stu-
dents are enrolled from twenty-five states,
and thirty faculty members (about half full-
time), including some very distinguished
musicians, give them intensive instruction in
performance, theory, and the history of
music. A special five-year program was
designed to provide for outstanding profes-
sional training while enabling the students to
participate in the liberal arts tradition of the
university. This program culminates in
Bachelor of Music and Master of Music
degrees. All students are further required to
participate in an orchestra or chorale on
campus. Needless to say, these are not only
important for those students; they enrich all
of Rice and Houston. The Shepherd School
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has also considered the Rice community by
organizing for non-majors a course on the
history of music which has become one of the
most popular courses on campus. Dean Jones
expects that during the next three or four
years the school will reach an enrollment of
about 250-300, the size originally envisioned.
Additional enrollments will require additional
financial and material resources, and two
fund-raising efforts are now in their early
stages. The major drive is for building funds.
Present quarters are temporary, cramped,
and not designed for the special needs of a
music school. Envisioned in a new building is
a 2,000-seat concert hall. The second fund-
raising campaign, called The Shepherd Soci-
ety, concentrates on providing students with
scholarship money.
The Shepherd School musicians are, for

the time being, sharing the stage of Hamman
Hall with Professor Neil Havens and the Rice
Players, a special group of students and
faculty who produce and perform four plays
each year. Since Havens's arrival in 1964 the
Players have been noted for their skill and
daring in undertaking new and complex works
written for the theater — the Pinter's and
Stoppard's which sometimes pose a gamble
even for professional groups — and all for no
academic credit whatsoever.

Recently, the Players have gone on a
self-supporting, box-office budget, and it will
be interesting to watch the progress of the
experiment. Professor Havens has assured
concerned followers that this will not affect
the number or quality of their productions,
and recent indicators reveal that the Players
are flourishing — as has theatre in general at
Rice. While I put the final touches on this
account, the students and associates of Baker
College are hard at work polishing their
production of Love's Labour's Lost, to be
presented this year as part of their Shake-
spearean Festival. Comparable productions
are staged during the year by Wiess, Sid
Richardson, and Jones colleges.
These activities, with the host of others

sponsored periodically by the Association of
Rice Alumni — I cannot fail to mention the
Alumni Art Exhibitions of 1975 and 1977, both
of which were superb — have changed the
sight and sounds of Rice, and probably
forever. The arts are a substantial part of life
at Rice today, a part comparable in quality to
the rest of the university, and worthy of pride
and support from all of us.

William A. Caulfield, a professor of art history, is an
associate of Jones College.
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S
ports at Rice: Quickly, what flashes
through your mind? Football, dismal.
Basketball, you would rather not com-
ment. Volleyball... volleyball?

Yes, volleyball and soccer and rugby and
track and sailing and tennis and fencing and
many more. Contrary to popular opinion,
winning teams exist at Rice, and more
importantly, the desire to participate, to
compete, and to win thrives. The "major
sports" receive the publicity, though, while
other teams, for the most part volunteer and
not funded by the university (no scholarship
athletes or official budgets) receive little
news coverage, regardless of their success.
How can these teams flourish and expand

with little attention and less money? James G.
Disch, assistant professor of health and
physical education, has a theory: "Give Rice
kids the opportunity to do something and
they will do it, do it well, and put everything
they have into it."

This goes for the major, university-funded
teams as well as the minor, non-funded
teams. In spite of consecutive, almost pre-
dictable losing seasons in football and basket-
ball, "stars" have shone and "almosts" have
occurred to the extent that, according to
President Hackerman, "In opening a conver-
sation with near total strangers, you almost
always start with a reference to the athletic
program." Optimists are predicting confi-
dently that in a few more years Rice teams
will have to be reckoned with. But this
remains to be seen. What can be seen now
are other teams which are already taken vet),
seriously on their respective fields.
A good example is the men's volleyball

team, a self-confident, rowdy, dedicated
group, having among its ranks two all-
Americans — and having an interesting
history behind them. In the six years since

the program was started by Lea Rudee,
former master of VViess College and profes-
sor of space science, the team has evolved
from one practice a week and two tourna-
ments a season to two practices a week, a fall
intercollegiate season, and a spring "open"
season. It has risen from "A" ranking to
"AA" and eligibility for NCAA championship
competition.

In 1973, Disch, who had been playing on
the team (technically a "sports club") as a
faculty member, "inherited" the squad from
Rudee. As a club sport, volleyball was one
level above intramural competition and open
to all players. Disch began coaching and
coordinating with the goal of developing a
first-rate program that "involved as many
people as possible, on as many levels as
possible." By 1974, an intercollegiate pro-
gram with three teams, varsity, junior varsity,
and alumni, had already developed, and Rice
hosted the first men's intercollegiate vol-
leyball tournament in Texas since 1963. The
Rice team placed second. It was an auspicious
beginning.
The men's varsity continued to progress

and, in the spring of 1975, played an
exhibition game against the United States
Women's Team and then entered the United
States Volleyball Association (USVBA) na-
tional collegiate championship competition in
Reno, Nev. They finished highest of any
non-California team, and modest publicity
followed. Disch says this finish was significant
because one key to establishing a high quality
collegiate program is in generating interest in
the sport at the junior and senior high school
levels. In Texas schools, men's volleyball is
virtually non-existent, and most of the people
playing on Rice teams had never played
before coming to Rice. Publicity would help.
The efforts and dedication of the 1975-76

team, according to Disch, brought stability to
the program. In the fall of 1975, they placed
near the top in all five of the collegiate
tournaments they entered. Then, in the
spring of 1976, they came in fourth at the
USVBS collegiate tournament in Schenec

tady, N.Y. Afterwards, teammates Jim Turley
'77 and Jeff Carter '78 were accorded
all-America honors. The team played over
one hundred games, including exhibitions
with Ohio State, Ball State, and Penn State,
and a televised scrimmage with a touring
professional women's team coached by Mary
Jo Peppier, the top woman in volleyball in the
U.S. At that time, Peppier credited Rice with
establishing men's volleyball in Texas.

Rice's promotional efforts were paying off.
By the fall of 1976, a new region of the
Southwest Collegiate Men's Volleyball As-
sociation (SCMVA) had been formed, made
up of teams from Rice, Southwest Texas,
UT at Austin, UT at Arlington, Texas
A&M, Tulane, and Texas Lutheran. Rice
hosted the first regional championship — and
won. Of the teams in the region, Rice,
Tulane, and UT Arlington have been checked
as eligible for NCAA competition, the ulti-
mate goal of the program. Several more
teams in the SCMVA must achieve this
ranking for regional competition to be fully
sanctioned by NCAA, however.

Still the team, and individuals on the team,
continue to excel. Last fall, a young varsity
team pulled together and, with outstanding
play from Daran Churovich '78 and Jeff Carter
'78, won the regional championship hosted by
UT Arlington. This season, Rice saw the
peak of overall involvement, with a full alumni
program, faculty competition three days a
week, and a Friday "play-day" for anyone and
everyone. Disch's goal of involvement at all
levels is being achieved steadily. In addition,
five Rice alumni, as a result of their participa-
tion at Rice, are playing on competitive teams
at the "AA" level: Keith Austin '76, in
Oregon; David Allen '76, in Indiana; Tom
Carter '76 and David Ryan '76, in California;
and Turley and Ken Lacey '75, in Texas.

Disch foresees the need for a full-time,
salaried coach and a travel and equipment
budget for the students as interest picks up
and the quality of competition improves. He
adds, though, "that it just isn't feasible right
now for the university to support the pro-
p-am. The money just isn't here." Presently,
most of the money for traveling expenses and
entry fees is either raised by the team,
donated privately, or given out of team
members' pockets. Turley, a four-year vet-
eran of the program, explains that until an
official NCAA region is formed and the team
is recognized as a varsity sport, they are
ineligible for athletic funds. Unfortunately,

however, money is needed now to support
existing programs and encourage the attain-
ment of varsity-level competition by other
schools before a region can be created.
"The actual amount of money involved is

minimal compared to the major sports," says
Francis Fey '79. "Because of the nature of
the sport, very little equipment is necessary.
All we need are traveling budgets and
tournament fees. The money would go a long
way because fewer people are needed for a
really good team. We need just six or eight
good individuals and we can play to win
against anybody in the country." Fey feels
that Rice should put more money into smaller
programs because "they are the ones that are
doing well. And," he adds, "the time involved
in a sport like volleyball does not cut into
study-time and class-time as the major
sports do. Most members of the volleyball
team make pretty good grades or they
wouldn't be able to take the time to play. This
academic factor should not be ignored."
Some team members take their volleyball

competition as seriously as their academics,
too. Turley admits that for him, the sport
became "something more than just 'having
fun,' "and that he is not alone in that feeling.
Duncan Cathcart '79 voices the general
consensus, though, saying, "I will keep
playing even if I have to keep paying my own
way. The fun is worth it."
The chances are good that for some time to

come Cathcart and teammates will be paying
their own way when they travel to regional
campuses to represent Rice, for the vol-
leyball program is at once more than a club
and less than a varsity sport, and it is
destined to suffer financially because of this.
The team is enthusiastic in spite of their
problems, and a campus following is
emerging.

Volleyball is an exciting game to watch, and
winning volleyball is better yet. So, for that
matter, are track and field victories, and Rice
is chalking them up with some regularity.
After winning the Border Olympics in Laredo
and the Rice Invitational here at home, the
thinly-clad track and field athletes have
shown themselves to be serious contenders
for the 1978 conference title. And the Rice
cross-country team is one of the finest
anywhere. And the soccer and rugby teams
are doing well. And the sailing team is shaping
a reputation all its own.

Intercollegiate sports, of the winning
variety, are still a vital part of the Rice
experience. You just have to dig a little
deeper than the Sunday morning headlines._,
Juli Jones is a sophomore at Jones College,
majoring in English.
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I
n the morning sunshine of any given day in
Galveston during the early 1900s, a lamp
trimmer strolled the streets, snipping ,
carbons from the gas lamps and replacing

them with fresh ones. Often, a small boy
followed in his footsteps, collecting the fallen,
blackened wicks.
The boy took the carbons home and

connected them to his favorite childhood toys
—a ceramic screw-base lamp and half-a-
dozen dry cell batteries. Though worn, the
carbons made a tiny spark, visible in a
darkened room. This carbon arc was the first
of myriad scientific phenomena to excite the
mind of Norman Hurd Ricker '16.

Store and buy almost any amount of
brimstone sulpher, resin, sal ammoniac,
copper sulphate — even white phosphorus —
carbon disulphide, and almost any of these
supplies, by the pound. The cost was very
reasonable — a matter of cents per pound.
Recently I have tried to buy some of these
things at local drug stores. Drug stores have
changed. At most drug stores I visited I could
not obtain any of these..

Teaching methods, like available supplies,
have also changed: "I feel that physics should
be taught in the same chronological sequence
as the science developed. There is a reason
why it developed as it did. This development

William Marsh Rice. Since Norman's parents
were moving to Houston, it seemed natural
for him to visit the school. Shaw knew one of
the trustees, Emanuel Raphael, and arranged
an introduction.
On Labor Day, 1912, Raphael shook Rick-

er's hand and introduced him to the registrar,
Thomas McCants. Not satisfied with a de-
gree from a preparatory school he did not
know of and skeptical that a fifteen-year-old
would be ready for college, McCants told
Norman that he would have to take entrance
examinations. Meanwhile, why didn't he go
visit the campus?
"Following his instructions, I boarded the

including Griffith Evans, Julian Huxley, Ar-
thur Hughes, and P.J. Daniel resided. There,
they talked physics.

After graduating in 1916, Ricker applied for
graduate school at Princeton University. All
their fellowships went to their own under-
graduates, who had already begun research,
however, and Ricker had waited too long to
qualify for a fellowship at Rice. He was
without a school and without employment.
A telegram from Professor Evans called

him back from Llano, Texas, where he had
been unsuccessfully seeking employment in
mineralogy. The telegram offered Ricker a
teaching fellowship at Rice — one which had

FINDING SCIENCE IN THE CORNER DRUGSTORE
Ricker in a lab at Rice. 1916

A member of Rice's first freshman class
and first graduating class, Ricker was also the
first Rice alumnus to receive a Ph.D. at the
Institute. He took his doctorate in physics
in 1920. Inventor of the paper cone loud-
speaker, used in most television, movie
theater, and stereo systems today; co-
developer of a plunger lift pump used to drill
Texas's first deep oil wells; and author of
wavelet theories well-known and respected
by seismologists, Ricker's inquisitive mind
and untiring research epitomize the best of
science. He witnessed the growth of the first
industry-sponsored research laboratories and
the concomitant gradual integration of the
pure sciences into industry. He has partici-
pated in not only the incredible acceleration of
technology over the past three-quarters of
a century, but also the transformations of
social attitudes which have led to increased
interchanges between the pure and applied
sciences. Having kept copious diaries
throughout most of his life, Ricker is now in
the process of writing his autobiography. The
first volume is complete, though only two
copies exist: one is in his possession and the
other is in the Niels Bohr Library of the
Center for History and Philosophy of Physics,
American Institute of Physics, in New York
City.

According to his own accounts, Ricker was
given free rein to indulge his love of science
as a child. As soon as he could read, he
devoured all the physics books at the Rosen-
berg Library in Galveston. And while other
children haunted newsstands for new comic
books, Ricker could hardly wait the month
out for the next number of Electrical Experi-
menter to appear. In 1908, at the age of
eleven, he and his family moved from
Galveston to Albany, Texas, where his father
was instrumental in organizing a preparatory
school at Reynolds College. Norman entered
this high school at age eleven, and spent most
of the next four years carrying out various
scientific experiments. He writes in his
autobiography:

"It seems to me, as I look back upon these
days, that a child had greater opportunities to
obtain a good understanding of the underlying
Principles of physics and chemistry at that
time than during these days of frantically
accelerated development. In the period
1908-1912, 1 could go down to Gregg's Drug

Norman Hurd Ricker

follows the pattern of man's advancing
thought processes, and the student should
follow the same trail ... To give a youngster
scientific toys as complex as say toy radios
must confuse the child terribly if he makes
any attempt to understand it. As a result he
merely takes it for granted and regards it as a
mystery and is merely amused by it."
At home, young Ricker was absorbed by

his favorite "toys," the battery lamps.
Though Albany did not have electrical light-
ing, Norman Ricker's room did.

At school, he was a loner. "I thought it a
great waste of time to bat a silly rubber ball
about for no purpose, from my point of view. I
always preferred to work alone — mainly
because I could not find anyone else to share
my interests. I think the other boys thought I
was sort of a sissy," he writes.

After graduating from high school in 1912,
Ricker began to consider his university
career. His grandfather in Galveston, Robert
Wallace Shaw, told him of a university under
construction in Houston. It was privately
endowed by a Houston merchant named

A
Ricker (far right) with friends at Aeronautical
School, Austin

Ricker,
Sallie Lee St. Louis,

and Buick,
May, 1923

Fannin Street street car and got off at Eagle
Street, where the car turned for its return to
the city," Ricker writes. "At this point I was
to change to another street car called the
'shuttle car' which had been provided to
serve a real-estate development called Bel-
laire, which was at some distance from
Houston. Since this shuttle ran but once an
hour, I had to wait some time for it. Finally, in
the distance, I saw it approaching through a
long corridor cut through the forest of pine
trees. When it reached Eagle Street I
boarded it, and after more than a mile of

, travel the conductor let me off at a small
wooden station where I had to cross a
wooden bridge over a drainage ditch to reach
the campus.
"The campus was in a region of reclaimed

marshland, and I had to pick my way along
narrow paths and cross a sinuous dirt road
which today is well-paved Main Street. The
campus had been plowed and was a mass of
clay chunks, but I saw three groups of
buildings sitting there on that marshland
prairie. They were very beautiful buildings."

Ricker was impressed with Rice, and Rice
was impressed with his scores on the
entrance exams. He became a member of the
first class at the Institute.
The going was not easy that year, even for

a child prodigy Every student was required
to take seven courses — physics, mathemat-
ics, chemistry, English, German, engineering
drawing, and freehand drawing — and after
the first term examinations, the original class
of seventy-seven was slashed to thirty-eight.
But Ricker excelled. In January of 1914, he
and one other student, Eric Ross Lyon, were
admitted into the first physics honors cur-
riculum. Classes were small, especially in the
advanced fields, and Ricker recalls he was
often the only student in physics.

Ricker remembers having few interests
outside of physics and mathematics during his
undergraduate years. He did attend many
of the Sunday afternoon teas hosted by Pro-
fessor and Mrs. H.A. Wilson on Jackson
Blvd. He was often invited to "The
Bachelors," a house in Soutlunore where
several bachelor members of the faculty,

been "cooked up" especially for him by Evans
and President Edgar Odell Lovett.
He received his master's degree in 1917

and then entered the School of Military
Aeronautics to become a World War I flying
ace. But Armistice was declared before he
entered combat, and Ricker accepted an
honorable discharge to return to the halls of
Rice in 1919.
About this time, Norman was becoming

more and more aware of a choice he would
have to make in his life between science and
money. In those days, the two were still poles
apart. "My burning interest has always been
in pure science," he writes. "Up to this time I
had not thought of ever doing anything else. I
had, however, become increasingly aware of
the very low salaries available to those
working in pure science. There had however,
in recent years, come into being a few
laboratories maintained by large industrial
organizations, such as the General Electric
Company's research laboratory at Schenec-
tady, New York, the Western Electric Com-
pany's laboratory in New York City, and
Westinghouse's laboratory in Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania. Judging from the papers pub-
lished in scientific journals these laboratories
were being run in a manner quite similar to
and parallel with those in universities... The
salaries were very much better than those
the university could afford."
Each summer, those industrial research

laboratories would hire a few graduate stu-
dents in order to introduce them to the
labs and the lab personnel to them. Ricker
was hired by Western Electric — Bell
Laboratories Inc. today — under such a
program the summer of 1919.

During that summer, the main work at
Western Electric was directed towards de-
velopment of the Type C carrier telephone.
Under the supervision of R.V.L. Hartley,
Ricker conducted both theoretical and ex-
perimental studies of modulation with then
mionic vacuum tubes and their associated
circuits. He returned to Rice that fall and
completed his doctoral work on the reddish
luminosity of mercury vapor which flows
away from the mercury arc in vacuo.

fter receiving his Ph.D., the first given
in physics at Rice, Ricker was invited to
return to Western Electric. "Although
the salary offered by Rice was more

than six hundred dollars less than that offered
by the Western Electric Company,
I decided to remain at Rice rather than
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leave traditional academic halls where free-
dom in choice of research was paramount,"
he writes.
One year later, Western Electric offered a

larger salary, and Ricker forsook the aca-
demic halls for industrial research. "When
I left the Rice Institute in 1921 to engage in
industrial research it had not been my
intention to make a complete break away
from academic life. Industrial research was to
have been but an interlude — an interlude
which was to extend over a few years in
which I might, by good fortune, be able to
improve my financial position so that I could
then resume an academic life." But much was
to occur before Ricker could come back to
the university.

At Western Electric, Ricker returned to his
work on the Type C carrier telephone under
Horton. His group was particularly interested
in improving the quality of transmission of
speech and music. Music and dialogue were
piped into the laboratory from performances
at the Capitol Theater next door. Although
Western Electric had developed channel
widths and circuit elements which should
produce clear sound, Capitol Theater
sounded miles away. "The speech had a nasal
timbre which was most disturbing and which
sounded as if the speaker had a clothespin
clamped on his nose," Ricker writes in his
article, "The Birth of the Paper Cone
Loudspeaker." "The high notes and the low
notes of the orchestra could not be heard ...
Present day listeners, familiar only with
high fidelity equipment, have never experi-
enced this feeling of detachment from the
source of the speech and music."

Music coming over the line sounded quite
good when heard through headphones, so
Ricker surmised that the problem was in the
loudspeaker. Even though his assignment
was not with loudspeakers, he could not
resist taking on the challenge. After review-
ing the function and basic requirements of the
loudspeaker, Ricker had an abstract idea of
what qualities the ideal loudspeaker should
have. Then it happened:
"I Can now understand the meaning of the

expression 'flash of genius' which occurs so
often in patent phraseology in rderence to
the creative effort. In a flash I saw in my
mind's eye the complete assembly of what
was to be the paper cone speaker," he
writes. With drafting paper, a beam compass,
scissors, glue, and mending tape, Ricker
formed the first oaper cone speaker. The
carpentry shop made a wooden frame, and a
thin sheet of brass, iron nail, and sealing wax
were combined with the driving element of
one• of the older speakers to complete the
unit.
"The result was indeed startling. It

seemed as if the orchestra was in the
laboratory itself . . .1 recall distinctly that
the music being played was 'Nothing Could
Be Finer than to Be in Carolina in the
Morning!'"
Of his many inventions and refinements,

Ricker considers the paper cone loudspeaker
to be his greatest accomplishment. And no
wonder, considering that that simple device,
so taken for granted, is still within virtually
every piece of sound equipment, from movie
projectors to televisions.
Though he enjoyed his work at Western

Electric, Ricker could not escape the loneli-
ness of New York. "I think during the two
years I was in New York I saw every play
which appeared at a New York theatre —
alone — always alone. I yearned to be back in
Houston where I knew people, but I could not
make up my mind to give up a good position in
a good company where I knew my work was
being appreciated."

It took a Buick roadster to get Ricker back
to Houston. He sent his $100 deposit on the
car to Detroit and specified that it should be
delivered to Houston. He would have to be
there by the time it was delivered.

Trying to apply his skills and desire to
continue research to Texas businesses,
Ricker developed into a proposal an idea he
had toyed with before: Could oil and petro-
leum deposits be located by means of physical
measurements over the surface of the
ground? Though oil deposits and salt domes
were known to be related, Ricker could not

convince executives of the Texas Oil Com-
pany that scientific research could establish
this relation precisely. "Their attitude was
the 'yes, but that is all theory — what I want
is something practical' point of view," he says
in his autobiography. "I could not get them to
see that practical methods could be de-
veloped because of the soundness of the
theories. In other words, they were utterly
devoid of imagination."
The journey to Houston was far from futile,

however. Just four months after his return he
married Sallie Lee St. Louis, his wife today.
And though the oil companies wouldn't buy
his exploration proposals, he was hired by
Humble Oil Refining Company to conduct
efficiency studies on cleansing Fuller's Earth.
His connection with Humble proved fruitful,
because when European geophysical explora-
tion teams arrived in America and proved that
prospecting could could be done by measur-
ing gravity gradient variations and seismic
waves, Humble was very interested in
forming an American exploration team. They
remembered Ricker. Thus in 1923, Ricker
was called back from Baytown to Houston to
build a Department of Geophysics for Humble
Oil, beginning a long and successful career in
geophysical exploration.
From 1925 to 1927, he worked as a

consulting physicist in Houston, and was
employed by the Hughes Tool Company,
1927-32. It was at Hughes that he developed
the plunger lift pump used for drilling deep
wells. Ricker collaborated with Harold W.
Fletcher, chief engineer at Hughes Tool, on
the pump project. He had met Fletcher
at meetings of the Houston Philosophical
Society.

Ricker became more and more interested
in seismic oil exploration; that is, locating
possible oil deposits by detonating buried
dynamite and interpreting the resulting seis-
mic waves. From 1932 to 1938, while a
consulting physicist in seismic exploration,
Ricker began to question classic elastic wave
theory in view of the results on his seismic
charts. His wavelet theory, which eventually
emerged, is still highly regarded by geophysi-
cists today.

In 1938, he became senior 'research physi-
cist at the Jersey Production Research
Center of Carter Oil Co. in Tulsa, Okla.,
where he remained until his early retirement
in 1959 to assume a professorship of physics
at the University of Oklahoma at Norman.
Finally, he had made his long-awaited return
to the unrestricted research halls of
academia.
Norman Ricker is still in Norman, Okla., a

professor emeritus. His membership in scho-
larly and professional societies are too
numerous to list as are the many awards and
recognitions he has received. It should be
noted, however, that he was named distin-
guished lecturer for the Society of Explora-
tion Geophysicists for the 1953 season, was
editor of that society's magazine, Geophysics,
1955-57, and received the SEG's Reginald
Fessenden Award Citation in 1977 for his
work in wavelet theory. He has published
numerous articles, and is the author of
Transient Waves in Visco-Elastic Media
(Elsevier Scientific Company, 1977).

Besides his material accomplishments, vis-
ible in sound systems and oil wells, Ricker
has made philosophical contributions to sci-
ence by helping revise attitudes in industry
concerning the "proper place" of the pure
sciences. His correspondences in the early
twenties with oil companies, in which Ricker
attempted to persuade them of the advan-
tages of industry-supported research, are
now rightly housed in the archives of the
American Institute of Physics. Ricker knew
that humanity's need to know, if given free
rein, is as powerful as any machine industry
can devise.
"There has always been within me a drive

to know — not for any particular reason but
simply for the knowing. On many occasions
when I have wanted to know something I
have had people ask me — 'Now why do you
want to know that?' — as if there had to be
some pragmatic reason for making the effort.
I simply want to know, and any hindrance to
my efforts to learn is a barrier which must
yield. It is just a part of me."

—Irene Walker

Naas' &Notices
Thagard,
Worden
Vie for Board
Position

Helen Saba Worden W.T. Thagard

Each year one of the four alumni governors
steps off of the Rice Board of Governors after
a four-year term and is replaced by another
Rice Alumnus/a elected by the former stu-
dents of the university. This July Catherine
Coburn Hannah '34 leaves the board after a
term of exemplary service to Rice, including
work on the Academic Affairs and Student
Loan Fund committees of the board and the
Committee for the Review of Intercollegiate
Athletics, appointed by the president.
Candidates for the position to be vacated

by Hannah are WT. Thagard '34 and Helen
Saba Worden '38, both of whom live in
Houston.
Thagard is a retired vice chairman of the

Texas Eastern Corp. of Houston. He is a
member of the Rice Associates, Rice Fund
Council, Owl Club, and Friends of Fondren
Library.

Worden, a community associate of Will Rice
College, has served the Association of Rice
Alumni through work on its executive board
and committees on education, Alumni Insti-
tute, and area clubs. She is a member of the
Rice Associates, Rice Fund Council, Society
of Rice University Women, and Shepherd
Society.

Alumni will be voting this spring, and
the results of the election will be known in
early May.

REDDI for the
Real World
A new link between the university and the
outside world has been forged with the
formation of an organization designed primar-
ily to give engineering students practical
experience.
A part of the George R. Brown School of

Engineering, the Rice Engineering Design
and Development Institute (REDDI) will offer
a vehicle for the participation of Rice faculty,
staff, and students in applied research proj-
ects under the sponsorship of local and other
industry.

While the program is open to the faculty,
staff, and students of all divisions in the
university, it is anticipated that the majority of
the research projects will provide graduate
and undergraduate students, especially in
engineering, with experience in solving prac-
tical problems.
These students will be employed by the

sponsoring company, but will do almost all of
their work on-campus, according to Alan J.
Chapman, professor of mechanical engineer-
ing and dean of the engineering school, and
director of the new institute. "They will be
working on current engineering problems like
those they will likely encounter after gradua-
tion," he says.
Anyone interested in hiring Rice problem-

solvers through REDDI should contact Hardy
Bourland, Associate Director, REDDI, 100
Mech Lab, R O. Box 1892, Houston, TX
77001.

Rice Boasts
Highest
Percentage of
National Merit
Scholars
Nearly one out of every five of Rice's
undergraduates this year is a National Merit
scholar, according to figures in the National
Merit Scholarship Corporation's 1977 Annual
Report, giving the university the highest
percentage of National Merit scholars in the
country.

Rice's 492 scholars make up 18.9 percent
of the undergraduate enrollment. NMSC's
report shows Harvard/Radcliffe with the
most scholars (723) of the 725 colleges and
universities with National Merit Scholarship
winners enrolled; but interspersed among a
student body of 6,400, those scholars total
only 11.3 percent of the enrollment.

In number of merit scholars enrolled,
Harvard and Rice are followed by Michigan
State, 462; Princeton, 389; Yale, 380;
M.I.T., 321; and Georgia Tech, 320. In
percentage of scholars, Rice and Harvard are
followed by Carleton College (Northfield,
Minn.), 10.2 percent; Princeton, 8.9 percent;
the University of Chicago, 7.8 percent; Yale,
7.5 percent; and M.I. T., 7.2 percent.

Texas A&M is the only other Texas school
in NMSC's top twenty, with 154 (.7 percent)
National Merit scholars.

President's
Pastor Lectures
at Rice
President Carter's pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Charles A. Trentham of First Baptist Church
in Washington, D.C., spoke on campus in
mid-March as Rice's fortieth Rockwell Lec-
turer. Although his three lectures were
dedicated to discussion of the religions of the

nation's presidents since Wilson, Trentham
spoke candidly to reporters about the

changes in his church since the president and
his family became members.
He said his church's average congrega-

tion has jumped from a depleted 450 mem-
bers to a capacity 1,400 in the past fourteen
months. Also at peak attendance of 175 is the

couples' Sunday School class taught by Fred

Gregg, and periodically (at least once a
month) by Carter. As an individual, Carter

has suffered greatly under the weight of
presidential responsibility, Trentham said, but
he also has matured and learned to seek and

accept the advice of others.
Speaking on three consecutive evenings,

Trentham covered the religions of three eras
of presidents — post-World War I, Wilson
through Hoover; World War II, Roosevelt,

Truman, and Eisenhower; and the five most
recent presidents. "What impresses me Is
that all presidents since Wilson have had 3
religious faith, in varying degrees," he said.
Harry S. Truman was also a member of the
First Baptist Church, founded in 1802, and his
pew now sits in Trentham's office.
The annual Rockwell Lectures, funded V

Houston's Rockwell Foundation, were
started on the Rice campus in 1938.

Donald Davidson of the philosophy de-

partment of the University of Chicago deli-
vered this year's Tsanoff Lectures. Davidson,

spoke on "The Individuation of Actions,
"How Scientific is Psychology?" and "Cause!,
and Laws" on March 9-10. The Tsano°
Lectures were established in honor of Rados'
lay A. Tsanoff, founder of Rice's philosophY
department and longtime teacher at the

university.
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Alumni
Association
Sponsors
Scandinavian
Excursion
A Scandinavian adventure is the latest excur-
sion planned by the Association of Rice
Alumni. Departing from Houston and
Dallas-Fort Worth on June 16, the INTRAV
trip will go nonstop to Stockholm, Sweden.
The first four days are spent in Stockholm;

the next four in Helsinki, Finland; and the last
four in Copenhagen, Denmark. The return
World Airways jet will land in Houston on June
29. Hotels, transportation, and breakfasts
are part of the package, but sightseeing tours
are optional in order to give the tourist as
much personal freedom as possible. Another
option is an overnight side trip to Leningrad,
U. S. S. R. , from Helsinki.
The cost is $1,338, based on double

occupancy. Single rooms are available for an
additional $175. Reservations, and $100 de-
posits, should be sent to: Association of Rice
Alumni, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892,
Houston, Texas, 77001.

Edwards Named
to Fill Symonds
Professorship

Edgar 0. Edwards

Edgar 0. Edwards, a member of the faculty
from 1959 to 1970, has been selected to
become Rice's first Henry Gardiner Symonds
Professor of Administrative Sciences at
the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of
Administration.
The Symonds Professorship was estab-

lished in 1971 by the Tenneco Foundation with
an original $600,000 gift to Rice honoring the
memory of the late founder and board
chairman of Tenneco, Inc.

Edwards's academic experience includes
nine years in Princeton's Department of
Economics before coming to Houston. At
Rice, he established the graduate program in
economics and chaired the Department of
Economics from 1959-1964. He was also
Rice's Hargrove Professor of Economics from
1959 until 1970.

Since that time, Edwards has had varied
assignments as a program specialist for the
Ford Foundation. Between August 1963 and
December 1977 he served a total of six and
one-half years in Kenya as principal adviser
to the Ministry of Finance and Planning. He
Still serves as a consultant on economics and
Planning to the Kenyan government.
Edwards has written extensively in the

fields of economic theory and development
Policy and is the co-author of The Theory and

Yeasurement of Business Income, published
Ill 1961.

Peggy Monroe Simonds '45, Frances May Smith Gammill '28, and Amy Brechin '78.

Golden 0.W. L. S. Honored
The Owen Wister Literary Society
(0.W.L.S.) alumnae gathered in January for
the annual recognition of the society's fifty-
year members. Measured from the spring
semester of each O.W.L. member's freshman
year, the fifty-year certificates were pre-
sented this year to members of the class of
1931. 0.W.L.S. was established in 1924 and
celebrated its golden anniversary in
1974 by initiating an annual program to
recognize fifty-year members.

Amy Brechin '78, president of the campus
0.W.L.S., presented certificates to Iris
Coughlin Arthur, Elsa Schneider Holland,
Virginia Hayne Melton, Helen Williams
Wheeler, and Hazel Reid Bayer, all members
of the class of 1931. Certificates were
presented in absentia to four other members
of that class: Elizabeth Logan Hilton, Zelma
Jett Hirsch, Dorothy Flagg LaRue, and
Eleanor Thornell.

Houston Telefund Nets $28,000
Why not give to Rice? There are myriad
reasons, according to the seventy alumni and
several students who participated in January's
1978 Telefund Drive. But there were a lot
more "yes's" than "no's," and the totals have
already exceeded last year's with three
weeks of tabulations still to go.

If you said no, it could have been because
you are on a fixed income, or are sending
your own children to college. You might have
graduated from another school after attending
Rice, and prefer to support the other school.
You might not have liked a speaker asked to
visit the Rice campus or approve of the
method of teaching economics used. Or you
might hold a grudge against Rice for "break-
ing the will."

Or, the call from university volunteers
might have come to you during a time of
personal crisis, when philanthropy is the last
thing on your mind. Maybe you were upset
because you feel "money is being wasted on

big-time sports." Maybe you don't think
there are enough women on the faculty. Or
maybe you think "coed colleges are immoral."
But chances are that, if you were called,

then you said, "Yes, I will give." Each and
every one of Houston's 7,200 alumni who did
not respond to a pledge card mailing in late
1977 was contacted either by telephone or a
follow-up postcard in the January drive. After
five weeks, 670 contributions had been
received by the Office of Development for a
total of $28,100. Tabulations will continue for
three more weeks. Last year, at the end of
eight weeks, 565 alumni had responded for a
total of $22,929.
Robyn Oldham '42 and Bruce Marcus '77 of

the development office are coordinators of
the national Telefund effort. Mary Bentley
Arnold '36 and Geane Brogniez Jeffrey '46
headed the Houston drive with the help of
student coordinator Lynn Laverty '78 of
Jones College.

Vandiver's "Black
Jack" Is NBA
Finalist
A two-volume work on John J. "Black Jack"
Pershing by Frank E. Vandiver, vice presi-
dent and provost and Harris Masterson Jr.
Professor of History, is a finalist for a National
Book Award.
Black Jack: The Life and Times of John J.

Pershing (Texas A&M University Press,
1977), is one of five finalists for the $1,000
prize in the biography and autobiography
category of the 1978 National Book Awards.
Winners will be announced in New York on
April 10, and presentations will be made two
days later.
The other finalists in the biography and

autobiography division are James Atlas's Del-

more Schwartz: The Life of an American
Poet; W Jackson Bate's Samuel Johnson; Will
D. Campbell's Brother to a Dragonfly; and Will
and Ariel Durant's A Dual Autobiography.
A member of the Rice faculty since 1955,

Vandiver was the Harmsworth Professor of
American History at Oxford University in
1963-64 and has held the Masterson history
professorship since 1965. He served as acting
president for the university in 1969-70 and
has been provost since 1970. Pershing is the
culmination of Vandiver's eighteen years of
research in the United States and abroad,
including a visiting professorship at West
Point (Pershing's alma mater) during the
academic year 1973-74.

His other works include Ploughshares Into
Swords: Josiah Gorgas and Confederate Or-
dance (University of Texas Press, 1952);
Rebel Brass: The Confederate Command
System (Louisiana State University Press,
1956); Mighty Stonewall (McGraw, 1957); and
Their Tattered Flags: The Epic of the Confed-
eracy (Van Nostrand, 1962).

Legal Studies Lectures Begin
The author of a recently-released book on
the Hiss-Chambers court case will be the
speaker for the first annual Harold E. and
Margaret Rorschach Memorial Lecture in
Legal History. Speaking on "Lessons of the
Hiss-Chambers Case," Allen Weinstein, pro-
fessor of history at Smith College, will draw
heavily on his book, Perjury: The Hiss-

Chambers Case (Knopf, 1978) for his April
20th lecture (see "Owlmanac").
The new series of lectures in legal history

was endowed by Harold E. Rorschach,
professor of physics, in honor of his parents
who died last year. The senior Rorschach was
a prominent Tulsa lawyer with a keen interest
in legal history.

Rice Adopts
Semester-hour
System
The Rice faculty gave unanimous approval to
a changeover from course credits to
semester-hour credits during their March
meeting. The new system will be put into
effect this fall.

Under the present system, every student
is required to complete forty three-hour
courses in order to receive a degree.
Laboratory classes and those college or
physical education courses which offer fewer
than three hours of credit are not counted in
fulfilling degree requirements, and classes
which are designated as four- or five-hour
courses are counted as three-hours.
By proposing the conversion to semester

hours, the Undergraduate Curriculum Com-
mittee hoped to preserve the idea of forty
courses required for graduation while giving
credit for laboratories and other non-three-
hour courses.

Approval of the conversion was hastened
by the reminder from members of the
engineering faculty that candidates for a B. S.
degree are already required to complete at
least 92 hours in his or her major as well as 42
hours in distribution and elective courses, or
a minimum of 134 hours.

Besen Leads
FCC's TV Study

Stanley M. Besen

Professor of Economics Stanley M. Besen
will turn a keen eye to the three major
television networks this spring as chief
economist of a major government study.

Recently named co-leader of the Federal
Communications Commission Study, Besen
will join the special staff in Washington, D.C.,
at the end of the academic year.
The ways and wiles through which CBS,

NBC, and ABC acquire and distribute their
network programs will be the major focus of
the FCC study. The staff will also seek to find
out if the networks have put improper
pressure on their affiliates with regard to
acceptance of certain programs and whether
some independent producers were and are
being forced out of the market by the
networks.
Besen will take a two-year leave of

absence from Rice to participate in the study.
A member of the Rice faculty since 1965,

Besen has had several years of experience in
television economics. He has served as a
Brookings Economic Policy Fellow in the
Office of Telecommunications Policy, Execu-
tive Office of the President. His courses at
Rice cover money and banking; monetary and
fiscal policy; and the economics of law; as well
as television economics.
Besen is a 1958 graduate of the City

College of New York, and received his
master's and Ph.D. degrees from Yale in 1960
and 1964.
He will share the leadership of the FCC

study group with Thomas G. Krattenmaker,
professor of law at Georgetown University in
Washington, D.
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Milford House
Given to
Shepherd School
The Board of Directors of the Women's
Building of Houston, a social club which was
organized in 1921 and has owned and operated
"Milford House" in Houston since 1953, voted
recently to disband the club and in doing so to
give the house, the adjoining recital hall, and
the 1101 Milford St. property to Rice for use
by the Shepherd School of Music.

This decision was made after consideration
of problems created by rising costs and
dwindling membership. The president of the
club, Elva Kalb Dumas '22, was instrumental
in bringing the Shepherd School's needs to
the attention of the club, and the decision to
make the gift to Rice was unanimous.

Milford House and the soon-to-be-
christened Milford Hall, which has been the
stage for innumerable recitals by young
Houston musicians, are located about eight
blocks from the Rice campus. The two-story
brick home has twelve rooms, and the recital
hall a stage, grand piano, and seating for 150
people. The hall may also be converted into
an assembly room for banquets, and a large,
institutional kitchen is attached.
Shepherd School will use the hall for

recitals and social functions and, through a
lease arrangement, the house will become
the residence of the music school's dean.
The house, hall, and property, with the

contents, are together valued at over,
$250,000.

Architects
Cannady,
McCullar Cited
for Excellence

William T. Cannady James McCullar

A member of the Rice architecture faculty
and an alumnus were among the award
winners in the 25th annual awards ceremony
sponsored by Progressive Architecture
magazine in New York earlier this year. Their
projects were among thirty-four cited for
excellence out of 654 entries.

William T. Cannady & Associates, Inc. -
Carmody is an associate professor in the
School of Architecture - received a citation
for a scheme for a thirty-six-unit con-
dominium development adjacent to downtown
Houston. Named Lovett Square, the con-
dominiums will be in groups of six, clustered
around six courts. Each court will be distin-
guished by a particular variety of tree -
pecan, sweet gum, crepe-myrtle, sycamore,
redbud, or willow - and will provide
medium-density housing in a basically low-
density area.
James McCullar '62 was one of a team of

five from the J. G. White Engineering Corp.
of New York receiving a citation for a plan for
a residential community in Tehran. Designed
for 25,000 persons, Qanat Kosar, as the town
will be called, also uses a cluster design, but
on a larger scale. Housing units are clustered
into neighborhood units with common shop-
ping facilities. Several of these larger
neighborhoods are then tied to the common
town center where the mosque, munici-
pal services, and recreational facilities are
located.

Faculty Members
are Promoted
Twenty-eight faculty promotions were ap-
proved by the Board of Governors on March
23. Promoted to the rank of professor were:
Constantine D. Armeniades, chemical en-
gineering; William Carmody, architecture;
William G. Characklis, environmental en-
gineering; Gilbert M. Cuthbertson, political
science; Charles F. Doran, political science;
Charles Garside, history; Elton B. Hale,
accounting; W. H. Jaco, mathematics; Larry
V. McIntire, chemical engineering; John E.
Merwin, civil engineering; J. C. Polking,
mathematics; Geoffrey L. Winningham, art
and art history.
Promoted to the rank of associate profes-

sor with tenure were: F. Barry Dunning,
physics and space physics and astronomy;
Arthur A. Few, space physics and astron-
omy and environmental science; Jeffrey
Kurtzman, music; Kenneth J. White, econom-
ics; William L. Wilson, electrical engineering.

Granted tenure were: Chester A. Boterf,
art and art history; Thomas L. Haskell,
history; L. Todd Johnson, accounting;
Ellsworth Milburn, music; Peter G. Rowe,
architecture; Adele de Sousa Santos,
architecture; Antonio de Sousa Santos,
architecture.
Promoted to the rank of associate profes-

sor without tenure were: Susan L. Clark,
German; Paul A. Harcombe, biology; Con-
stantin D. Ushinsky, Russian; Lon J. Wilson,
chemistry.

Alumni
To Help Brown
School
William F. Walker, professor and chairperson
of the Department of Mechanical Engineering
and Material Sciences, told the Rice En-
gineering Alumni (REA) that their greatest
contribution to engineering at Rice would be
"to educate yourselves, other faculty, alumni,
and, finally, the administration about the
importance of engineering at Rice."

Walker spoke to the March meeting of
REA to present on overview of the mechani-
cal engineering and material sciences de-
partment. "We need more space, more
faculty, more support for our graduate stu-
dents, more equipment," he said, "and it all
boils down to more money." Rather than
conduct a fund-raising campaign, however,
Walker encouraged the organization to con-
centrate their energies on presenting the
views of the engineering alumni and faculty to
President Hackerman and other members of
the administration. He pointed out that
although enrollment in the various divisions of
the George R. Brown School of Engineering
has increased in number and proportionally to
other university divisions over the past five
years, faculty size has actually decreased in
some areas. Engineering's most crucial need
is probably the renovation of the Mechanical
Laboratory Building, one of the campus's
three original structures, he added.
A suggestion made by the board that

Walker's comments be considered in the
current discussions of REA's long-term goals
and objectives was unanimously accepted. As
stated in the original draft those objectives
are headed by the provision of scholarships
and other financial assistance to Rice en-
gineering students. This year, revenue from
the corpus account, consisting of interest
collected on funds received from unsolicited
contributions, will be used for five scholar-
ships, one to the most outstanding fourth-
year student in each engineering department.
First prize will be $500, with the other
four $150 each. The prizes will be presented
at the annual REA banquet, April 13, in
Cohen House.

Other objectives in the REA report include
the introduction of engineering students to
"the real, professional practice of engineer-
ing" through career counseling, plant tours,
etc.; the enhancement of Rice's engineering
instruction program through outside lectur-
ers, aid in obtaining laboratory equipment,
and cooperation with department heads to
determine types of lab equipment needed;
and strengthening the ties of Rice engineer-
ing alumni to the university.
The Summer Employment Committee,

chaired by Bob Cunningham, requested that
any alumni who would be interested in hiring
a Rice engineering student this summer
should contact him as soon as possible at
Hughes Tool Co., (713) 926-3101, ext. 221.
The Membership Committee is seeking
suggestions and/or volunteers for member-
ship on one of the 1978-79 standing commit-
tees - Alumni-Faculty, Alumni Involvement,
Awards, Career Counseling and Curriculum
Support, Membership, Summer Employ-
ment, Newsletter, and Long Range Planning
- as well as nominations for board mem-
bers. Suggestions should be sent to Hers-
chel Rich, chairman, at 211 Timberwilde,
Houston, TX 77024.

Giving Clubs
Welcome
New Members
The Founder's Club recognizes alumni and
friends who give substantial support to Rice
for current operations. The President's Club
brings together those who contribute $100 to
$1,000 to Rice in funds for current use.
The following are new members of the

giving clubs for the months of January and
February.

Founder's Club
Mr. & Mrs. M. F. Bledsoe III '55/'56
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Bottler, Jr. '42/-
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Brice '37/-
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Delaney
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard R. Frankel
Ms. Jeannette Holloway
Mr. & Mrs. Harry P. Hutchens
Mr. & Mrs. Joshua M. Jackson, Jr. '50/'48
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Kieschnick, Jr. '47/-
Mr. & Mrs. J. Hugh Liedtke
Dr. & Mrs. Louis I. Loeser '56/-
Mr. & Mrs. Charles V. McKean '35/'37
John Wum McKee '47
Mr. & Mrs. Homer G. Patrick '25/-
French Peterson
Mr. & Mrs. Joe M. Rainey
Dr. & Mrs. William M. Rust, Jr. '28/-
Mr. & Mrs. William E Scruggs '45/-
Mr. & Mrs. William G. Winters, Jr. '39/-

The President's Club
Mr. & Mrs. Charles J. Anthony '38/-
John S. Barrington '71
Andrew Belschner '63
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Bennett '28/-
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur E Bernstein
Udo H. Birnbaum '59
Mr. & Mrs. Milton A. Bohannon '32/-
Mrs. Cathryn Bolles '41
Charles R. Branard '31
Dr. Eileen D. Brewer '67
Mr. & Mrs. Louis H. Brothers '36/-
Dr. & Mrs. William K. Brown '43/-
W. Edwin Bryan, Jr. '44
Mr. & Mrs. H. Maxwell Bunch -/'51
Dr. & Mrs. James J. Butler
Mr. & Mrs. John T. Cabaniss '63/-
Donald & Carolyn Caddes '58/'58
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas P. Callahan -/'71
Dr. Linda L. Calvin '59
James W. Carroll '77
Mrs. G. B. Clayton '44
George E. Clower, Jr. '59
Dr. & Mrs. Robert M. Cole '32/-
David A. Collins '75
Ms. Mary F. Collins
Mr. & Mrs. Nance G. Creager
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Del Castillo, Jr. '43/-

Fred T. DeMoss '47
Wayne E. Derrick '50
Frederick E. Digby-Roberts '24
Mr. & Mrs. Gerry Doyle
Ms. Meda M. DuBose '73
Miss Addie M. Earthman '23
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan Edmonson '61/'62
Mrs. E. Ernest Eutsler '54
Rodney W. Farrow '74
Hubert B. Finch '51
Mrs. Robert H. Frizzell, Jr. '54
Mr. & Mrs. M. B. Gantt '52/-
Mrs. Georgiana B. Gates '65
Mr. & Mrs. Farrell Eaton Gerbode '73/'73
Mr. & Mrs. Fred E. Gibbs '53/-
Lee Ann Gilbert '74
Dr. & Mrs. E Scott Glover III '34/-
James Michael & Elisabeth Krause
Goodwin '76/'77

Mr. & Mrs. Harry Gordon '19/'20
Mr. & Mrs. Jack T. Gossett
Dr. & Mrs. George R. Gray '32/-
L. Douglas Gray '69
Mr. & Mrs. Wes Griggs '71/-
Garnett (G. I.) I. Hagan, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph W. Hahn '32/-
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen B. Haines, Jr. '65/-
David C. Hemphill '73
Mr. & Mrs. Louie D. Hill '33/-
Mr. & Mrs. John S. Horr -/'46
Edward M. Huggins, Jr. '49
Dr. & Mrs. Sim Hulsey '21/-
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin J. Jennings, Jr. '48/'51
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas W. Johnson '54/'54
Mr. & Mrs. Donald G. Jones '66/767
Dr. & Mrs. George J. Ketu-berger '69/-
Mr. & Mrs. Morton C. King '43/-
Mr. & Mrs. George B. Kitchel '31/'30
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew D. Korb '72/-
Bob & Bev LaChance '67/-
Mr. & Mrs. Joe L. Lagow '35/-
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph H. Lester '41/-
James Llamas '74
Mrs. Marjorie Lockman '28
Julianne McCants '68
Dr. & Mrs. Randy S. McKnight '69/-
Marianne Maspeno
Dr. & Mrs. Chester S. Morgan, Jr. '44/-
Mr. & Mrs. Charles M. Oden -/'25
Mr. & Mrs. James H. Park III '42/-
Larry M. Parker '70
Philip J. Faustian '74
Dr. & Mrs. Houston K. Payne '64/'56
Mr. & Mrs. Archie Pizzini, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Richard F. Powers '58/-
John M. Ransom '77
Glenn L. Ray '75
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald S. Reagan '66/-
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Reed '24/-
Brian C. Rider '69
Mr. & Mrs. William G. Robb '40/-
Mr. & Mrs. Fred S. Roberts '69/'67
Ms. Suzanne Satterfield '77
Robert A. Schlanger '73
Mrs. George Schneider '38
Dr. & Mrs. Franklin E. Schroeck, Jr. '64/-
Dr. V. Lawrence Sewell '61
Dr. Howard M. Siegler '54
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Simonds '47/'45
Clinton D. & Sharon M. Snyder '63/-
Dr. Daniel M. Stalmach '72
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene F. Stone '43/-
Mr. & Mrs. J. Roy Sulik '62/-
Mr. & Mrs. Jack C. Swank '55/-
Stephen L. Thomas '62
Dr. & Mrs. James R. Thompson
Mr. & Mrs. Michael R. Tibbets '70/-
Mr. & Mrs. Tommy R. Tickle '59/-
Dr. & Mrs. Aristides A. Trifilio
John H. Valcik '44
Mr. & Mrs. Edd M. Van Hooser
Dr. & Mrs. Lloyd D. Van Horn '59/-
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Vernor '52/'52
Mr. & Mrs. E Carrington Weems '51/-
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel R Wheat, Sr.
Dr. Thomas N. Whitaker '42
David A. Wilkens '76
Daryll W. Williams '74
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Winters
Mr. & Mrs. Al Woelfel '47/-
Ms. Matt Dodson Worboys '73
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Z. Woskow '50/-
Kenneth R. Wynne '65
Charles W Young '51
James G. Youngblood '30
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1916-1949
"Depressed by the lack of action around the
mature years — 1916-49," writes William
McVey '27, "thought I'd better take a
minute and dig up something that shows we
still cultivate our soil. Nobody in my trade can
afford to sit back and relax. Leza does her ten
hours a day (she made the World Who's Who
of Women) and I have to try to keep 'em
flying." Bill and his wife's sculpture successes
have recently landed them in Who's Who of
American Art, America, and the World. He
donated a bronze lion of his own creation in
memoriam to Charles Arter, former principal
of E. Rivers Elementary School in Atlanta,
Ga., in March. He also is kept busy as a
member of the board of governors for the
International Platform Association. Vernon
T. Schuhardt MS, PhD '30, professor of
microbiology at the University of Texas at
Austin has written Pathogenic Microbiology
with Dr. Thomas Huber. The book was
published in December by J.B. Lippincott.
Knox Banner BA '35 was appointed execu-
tive director of Washington D.C. 's new Office
of Business and Economic Development. The
office will assess economic needs of the city,
assist existing business and attract new ones
to D.C., support minority businesses and
carry out economic development programs.
Since 1960, Banner had been executive
director of "Downtown Progress," a commit-
tee which was created to revitalize the older
part of downtown between the White House
and the Capitol through the support of
Various business and community organiza-
tions. Carl and Mary Frances Ellis
Woodring BA '40, MA '42/BA '38, report
that they are "surviving" in Manhattan. Carl,
the George Edward Woodberry Professor of
Literature at Columbia University, was
elected to the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences in 1977. Besides his duties over the
Past two years as founding chairman of the
Columbia Society of Fellows in the
Humanities, he has managed several presen-
tations. In May, he spoke at the annual
meeting of the Secretaries of the American
Council of Learned Societies and in early
summer he directed a National Endowment
for the Humanities Seminar. In August, he
gave a paper at the triennial meeting of the
International Association of University Pro-
fessors of English in Poznan, Poland. Mary is
Presently assistant secretary and administra-
tive assistant to the John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial Foundation. Tom Dunn BA '43
has filed for the judgeship of Houston's 263rd
District Court in the May 6 Democratic
Primary. He has resigned from his post of 23
Years as a prosecutor and chief of the grand
Jury division of the Harris County district
,attorney's office in order to enter the race.
Dunn received his law degree from the
University of Texas Law School in 1949. Jay
P. Simpson BS '47 is a Distinguished
Lecturer for the Society of Petroleum En-
gineers. He recently spoke on "Drilling Mud

Ecology — and Common Sense" for a
rheeting of the East Texas Section of SPE in
Tyler, Tex. Simpson is manager of Technical
Services for Baroid Petroleum Services, NL
Industries, Inc., in Houston.

iitnies M. Blue BA '50 is back in Houston
d would like to hear from classmates in

town. L. M. Graves BS
I '50 was promoted to vice

president of Bernard John-
son Incorporated, engi-
neers, architects and plan-
ners in Houston. With the
company since 1973,
Graves serves as chief

1,vil engineer with responsibility for pro-
'tiction and quality control on civil/
;11vironmental projects. James L. Daily,
l'• BA '51 was elected vice president and

controller of Tenneco Inc. He had been
controller since 1975. Daily
will assume additional re-
sponsibilities which include
being in charge of financial
systems and controls and

it 
financial planning. He joined

bk.- Tenneco in 1956 as junior
accountant, was named accounting man-
ager in 1961, chief accountant in 1968,
and assistant controller in 1971. He and
his wife Virginia have a daughter and
two sons and live in Houston. Beverly
Hawkins Camden BA '52 completed her
graduate work at the University of Texas at
Austin and has been appointed an acting
principal in the Beeville, Tex., Independent
School District. Margaret Whipple Hall
BA '52 writes, "I finished a Master's in
Public Health degree in 1974 and have been
working with the State Health Department,
Facilities Standard Division since then. I
worked in the National Women's Conference
and generally stay active in the current
groups working on women's problems. I
would like to hear from classmates living in

the Houston area." James
C. Williamson BS '55
was elected vice president
of Lockwood, Andrews &
Newman, Inc., a full serv-
ice architectural, engineer-
ing, and planning firm. He

will continue as mechanical division man-
ager of the firm and assume new respon-
sibilities as division coordinator for the
mechanical, electrical, and environmental
divisions. Williamson joined LAN in 1964
and has had extensive experience in de-
signing central power plants and air, heat,
and plumbing distribution systems. He is
a member of the Texas Society of Profes-
sional Engineers, the National Society of
Professional Engineers, and the American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air

Conditioning Engineering:
John E. Ludwig BA /56,
was named plant manager
of the Orange, Tex., plant of
the BF Goodrich Chemical
Division. Thomas Belote
PhD '59 writes, "My wife

Barbara and I reside on the lake here in
Wayland, Mass. with our son Tommy, six
months; cat, ducks, etc. This allows us a
lot of time for sailing, fishing, ice skating,
and other sports. I still dabble in phys-
ics from time to time." James Bernhard
BA '59 was elected president of the Inter-
national Society for the Performing Arts
Administrators at the thirtieth annual con-
ference of the association of U.S. and
Canadian concert managers in New York City
in December. Bernhard is general manager for

Houston's SPA. He administers SPA's annual
series which has included Moscow's Bolshoi
Ballet, London's Royal Ballet, pianists Vla-
dimir Horowitz and Arthur Rubinstein and
soprano Leontyne Price. Occasionally, Bern-
hard writes plays and acts. Several of his
plays and one musical have been produced by
Playwright's Showcase and Theatre Under

the Stars in Houston.
Carol N. Meyer BA '59
was named a career rep-
resentative of the Albu-
querque/Cramer general
agency of National Life
Insurance Company of Ver-

mont. Before joining the firm, Meyer was an
international business specialist with the New
Mexico Department of Development. Last
year she did a foreign trade zone feasibility
study for Albuquerque. She owned and
managed Decor Mexican Interiors, Inc., in
Albuquerque from 1967 through 1974. She
belongs to the Greater Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce, the American As-
sociation of University Women, and the
District Export Council of the United States
Department of Commerce.

1960-1969
Larry Stewart BS '60 was named manager
of Brown and Root Inc.'s Harbor Island
Fabrication Yard. He and his family live in
Aransas Pass, Tex. After graduation, Stewart
was a naval officer aboard the USS
Rockbridge. He joined Brown and Root in
1965 and has served as an engineer on design
and field engineering assignments in the Far
East and Alabama. He was a fabrication
engineer with the Marine Operators Division
from 1969 until 1973 when he was sent to
Great Britain to serve in various management
positions. Donald F. Teal, M.D.4 BA
writes, "Have spent time training in plastic
surgery, hand surgery, and. .rnicrosurger,;,
in Europe, Salt Lake City, and California.
Moved to Eugene, Oregon, in June 1975 to
practice plastic and reconstructive surgery.
We have, Judy and I, two boys, Randy, age 7,
and Brent, age 4, and enjoy Oregon im-
mensely." Richard N. Claytor, BA '57,
MA '59, PhD '61, is a senior staff appoint-
ment in the Department of Electrical
Engineering, College of Engineering and Ap-
plied Sciences, the University of Rochester,
Rochester, N.Y. He will be the manager for
industrial applications in the college's Produc-
tion Automation Project, an NSF-supported
research effort in computer software for
automating batch manufacturing. He will
be working to organize an industry-
government-University of Rochester consor-

tium to produce further research results and
to couple the project's efforts with national
manufacturers. Claytor, his wife, and two
sons reside in Arlington, Tex. Paul E. and
Martha Moon Ebel BA, BS '63/BA '64
are living in Aiken, S.C. Paul received his
M.B.A. from Tulane in 1972 and is now
working for Allied-General Nuclear Services
in Barnwell, S.C., as business analyst.
Martha will receive her M.S.W. this spring
from the University of South Carolina. They
have two children, Suzanne, nine, and Ben-
gie, six. Jerry Edwards, M.D., BA '64
met with Hanszen members February 8, at
an informal give-and-take dinner session
on career prospects. Elizabeth Baird
Saenger BA '64 writes, "I'm in my second
year as director of the Mamaroneck Law-
Related Education Project, a citizenship edu-
cation effort for teachers and students. It is a
job at which I work terribly hard and which I
thoroughly enjoy. Now that I'm past thirty-
five I notice that Causes, Rights, and Injus-
tices don't seem as clear as they used to. But
I can't say I've joined the Establishment
either, except for buying a beautiful little
house here in Mamaroneck, N.Y.; glorious
trees, rocks, space, and privacy after five and
a half years in a crowded apartment. My
family is intact and happy. Husband and sons
thrive." Jane L. Scarborough PhD '64
was named head-elect of the Winchester-
Thurston School, an independent school for
girls in Pittsburgh. She will assume her new
position in July. Scarborough is now academic
dean of Concord Academy in Concord,
Mass., and has also served as acting head and
assistant headmaster there. Michael Davis
PhD '67 has departed from Damascus,
Syria, after three years as the economics/
commercial officer at their American Em-
bassy (previous assignments included Paris
and Vietnam). He has returned to the United
States to begin a training program at the

. Foreign Service Institute—in- Washington,'
D.C., and will be assigned. to a position in the
Office of the Secretary of State in 'Early Jttly.
Ronald and Carol Little Brown BA '68,
MA '68 "are delighted to announce the birth
of their daughter, Sarah Elizabeth on January
12." Their son, Stephen, will be four in May.
Josephus G. Norman Jr. BA '69 was
honored with an Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship
for Basic Research. The fellowship was
awarded to seventy-nine young scientists
who were selected on the basis of their
exceptional potential to make creative con-
tributions to scientific knowledge in early
stages of their careers. Norman will use his
fellowship to research chemicaLbonding. He
is an associate professor of chemistry at the
University of Washington and received his
Ph.D. in 1972 from Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

Still Roommates,
Still Runners
Bostonians will tell you that spring arrives in
Massachusetts in April with the Boston
Marathon. This spring millions of spectators
will line the twenty-six miles of course to
watch an estimated twenty thousand
marathoners gasp and struggle ... and
endure. Two Texans will very likely be near
the front of those runners heralding the New
England springtime: Jeff Wells '76 and John
Lodwick '76.
Roommates for four years in Lovett Col-

lege, the two are now roommates at Dallas
Seminary. The Boston Marathon is one step
in their training for Moscow and the 1980
Olympics. "Moscow is a goal of mine and a
goal of John's," Wells says in an interview
with Dallas Morning News reporter Randy
Galloway. "But it's not an obsession with
either of us.
"Our main goal, as Christians, is to glorify

God. But obviously Moscow is in the back of
our minds."

In September, Wells won the Oregon

Marathon in a time of two hours, 13 minutes,
15 seconds — the second best time recorded
all year in the United States and the fourth
best in the world. He also won his most
recent race, the Honolulu Marathon, in
December. Lodwick won the White Rock
Marathon that same month. Limiting and
spacing the number of marathons in which he
runs is part of Jeff's new training program.
"The coach figures three or four marathons

a year is all the body should take," he says. "I
agree with that." The coach is Harry
Johnson, Wells's mentor since November and
his first coach since graduating from Rice.
Wells was one of five runners (and the only
marathoner) chosen last fall to be a member
of a special club called Athletes West.
Founded and funded by Nike, a running

shoe company based in Oregon, Athletes
West seeks out runners with Olympic poten-
tial. As a subsidy for non-scholarship
athletes, the program is new to the United
States. Such programs are designed to
improve the United States' Olympic perform-
ance in 1980.
The team has grown from its original five

to twelve, but Wells is still the only
marathoner. "John is still working on his own,
but the coach is thinking about adding another

marathoner and he's talking to John," says
Wells, characteristically adding, "I hope he
gets it."

Wells presently runs ninety to a hundred
miles a week under the new program. He
receives about three letters a week from the
coach as well as a complete training schedule.
"Last year at this time I was having trouble
motivating myself; I wasn't fired up about
running and I was wondering if I were putting
too much time into training," he says. "But
now I don't have that problem."

Although his weekly mileage is about the
same as before the new program, "my miles
have a lot more quality to them," Wells says.
"It's tougher than my old training schedule,
no doubt about it." Besides distance running,
Wells does speed work on the track two or
three times a week "and the coach also likes
to see a hard twenty-kilometer run (12.4
miles) whenever possible. By hard he means
five-minute miles."

Dallas newspapers are ready and willing to
take Jeff Wells under their wing and boast of
their city's potential Olympian. But they will
soon learn what those who knew Jeff at Rice
learned: Jeff is not a man to seek glory for
himself, for his school, or for his city. Jeff
seeks glory for all.
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I'll Make
You a
Star
Remember the dark, wavy-haired star of the
silver screen of the thirties who played with
leading ladies such as Hedy Lamar, Betty
Furness, and Ginger Rogers and played
havoc with women's hearts? You and he may
have something in common. Believe it or not,
James Craig and James Henry Meador '36 are
one and the same person. And he's proud
today to have once attended Rice.

"If you write nothing else, I want you to
say that I am very proud of my association
with Rice — to have walked within its
entrance halls," Craig said in a telephone
interview to his Fountain Valley, Calif., home.
Born in Nashville, Tenn., Craig graduated

from Austin Peay Junior College (now Austin
Peay State University), Clarksville, Tenn.,
and entered Rice as a freshman in 1932. His
goals were to play football and go to medical
school, and he had never been on the stage.
The second game of the 1932 season was
against the L.S.U. tigers, and Meador, right
end no. 27, received a serious knee injury
which painfully ended his football career. In
his movies, Craig walks with a slight limp, but
one that "you probably wouldn't notice," he
said. Since then, he has had three operations
on his knee; the last, in 1977, replaced his
knee joint with an artificial one.
But the team beat L.S.U. that year, by a

last minute field goal, and ended the season
with a strong 7-3 record. "Rice only had
about 1,400 students, but the football team
was among the top in the conference," Craig
said. "We were outnumbered and outmanned,
and we had to outfight everyone."

While injuries cut short his football ambi-
tions, the Depression stymied Craig's medical
school aspirations. After leaving football, he
was restless. "There's something about being
seriously injured that disturbs your entire
self-confidence," he said. Lack of money
increased his restlessness. "During the De-
pression, money was very important.
"I left Rice after two-and-a-half years not

really knowing what I wanted to do, and not
even considering the stage. I got a job with
L. W. Caps Drilling Company in Huntsville,
Texas, and a few months later switched to
General Motors. I had a couple of secretaries
in that position, who used to transcribe from
dictaphone& They kept pushing me to get
into movies because of my voice."
Once the decision was made, Craig, in his

own words, was "very fortunate." His first
big hit was "Tilly Four" with Ginger Rogers, a
leading lady who was "very kind; she helped
me immensely." But his favorite was Mar-
garet O'Brien, with whom he starred in "Lost
AngeL"
Over the years, Craig has alternated acting

with selling real estate "during the hard
times" in Southern California. Illness has
kept him from the camera and stage of
late, but he hopes to return soon. His last
public appearance was in a 1976 Polaroid
commercial.

A Castle
Come True
Lavone Dickensheets Andrews BA '33,
MArch '34, has always had a flair for drama,
and her dramatic senses were sharply
awakened when she first saw Knappogue
Castle in County Clare, Ireland, in the winter
of 1966.

"It was very cold .. . Although the temper-
atures are not very low in Ireland, there are
gale winds which blow in and make it seem
much colder. The castle was in the middle of a
farm so there were no buildings around it.
The only sound was the ticking of sleet on the
windshield. The tower had no windows and
no roof, and two black birds were circling in
and out of it.

"I know it's a strange thing to say, but as I
looked up at it, I had this conviction that if we
were going to buy a castle, this would be it.
There was nothing but an empty shell; my
husband thought I was crazy."
Her instincts prevailed, and she and her

husband, Mark Edwin Andrews, purchased
the 16th century castle. The Irish govern-
ment helped finance the massive restoration,
and Mrs. Andrews, as architect, spent many
months of the next year overseeing the
castle's progress. The banquet hall was to be
leased to the government for a nominal fee
for daily tours and nightly medieval banquets
for tourists from April to November of each
year, and in 1967, the five-hundredth birthday
of the official completion of the castle by Sean
Mac-Con McNamara, Lord of Clancullen, the
first medieval banquet was held. Since then,
over 300,000 tourists have feasted under the
oak timbers of the great hall and thousands
more have admired the huge central tower,
smaller clock tower, and renovated medieval
rooms.
Andrews and her husband spend about four

months of the year in Ireland, using the
"reserved accommodations" wing of the
castle as a base for travel as well as a
residence. Most of the rest of the year is
spent in the Houston offices of Ancon Oil and
Gas, Inc., of which she is vice-president and
he is president. "This is my business now,"
she says of the oil company, "and architecture
is more my hobby. It's worked out very well;
I enjoy the work and my business skills
complement my husband's."

Castles are fairy tales come true for many,
and Mrs. Andrews is no exception. The
castles she knew as a child, however, were

Hollywood sets. Throughout her childhood in
California, Andrews was an avid admirer of
theater, Hollywood, and acting. "If I had
stayed in Hollywood, I might have ended up
in acting of some kind," she says. She had her
room picked out at Scripps College when her
father decided to move to Houston and enroll
his daughter in the Rice Institute. "He said he
would send me to college, but that he
expected me to choose a profession to
study." Drama was out as a vocation, but not
as an avocation.

"I spent every spare minute of my time in
drama activities — acting and as president of
the drama club." The old Little Theater
Building was rented by Rice her sophomore
year, and renamed the Rice Playhouse. Other
productions were staged in Autry House.
"Les Femmes Forte," a comedy performed
in French, was her dramatic debut as a
freshman, and other productions in which she
acted included "A Modern Chooses,"
"Hayfever," and "A Doll's House."

After graduation, Andrews decided to
enter the field of residential architecture.
"That was the field most women entered at
the time, and it seemed logical. I thought that
if it didn't work out, at least I would learn
about houses." The war changed all that.
Andrews had already opened an office of

her own by the time World War Two left
independent architects high and dry. She
went to work for Anderson Clayton & Co., of
Houston. "My first project with them was to
convert a machine shop into a gun barrel
factory. That was my introduction to indus-
trial and commercial architecture."

After the war, she reopened her own office,
but concentrated on architecture other than
residential. The Northside Public Health
Center in Houston is one of the many
buildings she designed. A member of the
American Institute of Architects since 1943,
she was elected a fellow in June, 1977. She is
also an elected member of the Royal Institute
of the Architects in Ireland.

Irish tower castles first became objects of
admiration for the Andrews when they were
traveling in Europe with their son, Mark,
during the sixties. "When Mark first went
away to school in nineteen sixty-five, it
seemed like we had nothing to look forward
to except retirement and old age." Buying a
"small tower castle" was an idea which
appealed to both as something to keep them
busy and as an opportunity to study the
history and culture of medieval Ireland.

After unsuccessful searches on their own,
the Andrews were referred by the American
consul in Ireland to the Irish Monument
Inspector, who, in turn, introduced them to
Shannon O'Reagan as the man to see about
real estate in West Ireland. O'Reagan, foun-
der and head of the Shannon Free Airport
Development Company, had been involved in
the joint restoration of Bunratty castle by the
government and private individuals, and
subsequent very successful medieval ban-
quets for tourists held there by the Irish
government. He broached this idea of joint
renovation to the Andrews and showed them
a shell of a castle on which the Irish
government had an option. That castle was
Knappogue — the tower which awoke a
conviction within Mrs. Andrews.

"The man who was to be the architect had
died just two weeks before. So to Mister
O'Reagan we were like manna from Heaven:
an architect and a potential owner at the same
time." After careful measurements and "liter-
ally hundreds" of photographs, Mrs. An-
drews returned to the United States to begin
plans for the extensive renovations.
"For the past forty years, the castle had

been in the possession of a timber merchant.
All the wood was gone. So were the roofs —
because of their lead — and the windows and
floors. All that was left was stone and even
some of that was gone because local farmers
had used the castle as a rock quarry." Work
began in 1966.

Although the one-hundred-foot-plus cen-
tral tower is five-hundred-years old, renova-
tions and additions have been made bY
various owners, such as wing additions by the
Scott family of Cahircon in the first part of the

19th century and by Theobald Fitzwalter
Butler, the 14th Baron Dunboyne, and his
descendants from 1855 to 1920. In 1927, the
castle was purchased by the Great Demesne

of Knappogue.
When Bunratty Castle was restored, all

additions and restorations were stripped,
returning the castle to its 15th century state.
But the Andrews did not want that to happen
to Knappogue. "We considered the castle as
having been under the hands of man for
five-hundred years and we wanted to keep it
that way," Mrs. Andrews says. The onlY
structural change made was the removal of
several walls in the central tower which
partitioned the large rooms. But the Victorian
adornments covering 15th century stone add

to rather than detract from the castles
charm, and the larger, renovated windows let

in more light and air.
Furnishings for the castle, collected by the

Andrews over the past eleven years, include

a few 15th, several 16th, and many 17th and
18th century pieces, and no reproductions.

The Andrew's residential wing houses fine,
furniture from 18th century France and

Ireland, 16th century Chinese porcelain, and a
17th century English "oak room."
The banquets are served by a cast of

twenty performers who present a pageant co

the history of Ireland and Knappogue. "Song
people ask us, don't we mind having tourists
at the castle every night, but we really don't.
For one thing, the walls are twelve-feet

thick. If we don't want to know they are
there, we don't have to. But I like the
banquet time of year. The whole hall comes

alive."
Mrs. Andrews corresponds regularly with.

the present Lord Duboyne, whose historic
line used Knappogue as a family seat for

sixty-five years. She will lecture on the castle
to a clan meeting of Butlers (Duboyne's tank
name) in the summer of 1979 and has alreadY
begun work on that talk. Knappogue has
become Mrs. Andrew's consuming hobbY

over the past decade, one which has graduallY
limited her other work in architecture. But it
has been a pleasant and fulfilling one, and one

which will last for many years to come. "The
restoration is certainly not finished, there are,
still rooms with no more than a floor an'
windows to keep out the weather," she saYs'
"I doubt it will ever be finished."

1970-1978
Lisa Ogorzaly '70 writes, "After five and a
half years teaching and traveling in Asia finally
brought me around the world and back to the
United States. Family visits gave me a bird's
eye view of the New America — from the
commune cooperative society of Minneapolis
to the bright academic lights of Yale, from the
frenetic frenzy of Manhattan to the easy
come/easy go atmosphere of Austin. I am
now a consultant to the Department of
Research and Evaluation, Chicago School
Board, and enjoying my personal introduction
to the Midwest and the Second City (soon to
be first according to native Chicagoans).

Sharolyn P. Wood BA '70 was a partici-
pant in one of the Survivial Seminars spon-
sored by Rice's Student-Alumni Laision
Committee this spring. An attorney with
Ross, Banks, May, Cron and Cavin in
Houston, Wood advised students on legal
knowledge in everyday life and common
lawsuits for the average citizen. Doug
Longshore BA '71 writes, "I am currently
writing my doctoral dissertation in sociology
at UCLA and working at UCLA's Center for
Computer-Based Behavioral Studies. Teach-
ing, in my case at California State University
in freeway-close Fullerton, is much harder
than I had ever imagined. I am not too busy to
play with my dog, however, which is what I'm
going to do now." John Shirey '71 writes,
"Although I didn't complete my education at

Rice, I always enjoy reading the blurbs ...
about friends and acquaintances during my
stint in Houston. I am presently studying at
North Carolina State University on a NSF
Graduate Fellowship in agricultural engineer-
ing. My research will involve land applications
of municipal and industrial wastes... My wife
Kathy and I and our three children are
enjoying living in N.C. My brother and I are
getting our feet wet in a Vermiculture
venture. We'd love to hear from any old Rice
friends, 5105 Liles Rd., Raleigh, N.C.,
27606." Shirey served as a US Coast Guard
Aviation Electrician's Mate from 1972 through
1974 and took a B.S. in civil engineering in
1977 from Lamar University. First
Lieutenant Steven C. Rogers BA '73
participated in "Red Flag 78-3," a Tactical Air

Command training exercise designed to pro-

vide air and ground crews with realisttc,
training while operating under simulate°

combat conditions. Rogers is an F-4v

weapon systems officer at Seymour Johns°,11
AFB, North Carolina, with the 4th Tactic'
Fighter Wing. Jim Asker BA '74 of the
Houston Post editorial staff who covered tri.e
campus for a number of years, returned to his
Hanszen College environs February 8 for an
informal give-and-take dinner session °II
career prospects in the newspaper fiel'A'
William Jennings Bryan, HI BA '4"f
graduated cum laude from Perkins School.'
Theology at Southern Methodist Universit.:
in May, with a Master of Theology. He,
associate pastor of First United Methodist
Church in Rockwall, Tex., which is aboi
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twenty-five miles from Dallas. His wife
Corinne (Corky) Clemmons BA '74 is
now the auditing officer at the Northpark
National Bank in Dallas. She was formerly
with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., CPAs.
They spent a month traveling in Europe last
year. Katherine Dressner Bell BA '75
passed the CPA exam given by the North
Carolina State Board of Certified Public
Accountant Examiners last November.
Cathe Krause Spencer BA '75 writes,
"After two years in Southern California we
(my husband John Spencer PhD '75) and I
are busy adapting to ice on the inside of our
windows, frozen car doors and eighty-five
inches of snow here in Cleveland, Ohio - we
have learned too much the hard way. John is
working for the General Electric Company's
Lamp Business Group and I am an underwri-
ter for the Progressive Casualty Insurance
Company, but I am hoping to get back to
graduate school before long." Joyce
Cachere BA '76 was promoted to assistant
controller at Guaranty Federal Savings in
Galveston, Tex. Philip H. Costa '78
writes, "After completing degree require-
ments last summer, I joined the Peace Corps
and am teaching various science subjects in
Cayon, a village of 700 in St. Kitts, West
Indies, an unbelievably beautiful island but
sadly underdeveloped. Write to me (airmail)
c/o Carl Blanchett, P.O. Box 158, Bas-
seterre, St. Kitts, WI. Science books of all
kinds are desperately needed for the one
library on the island and for high schools of
which there are two. Any old books sent in
care of me will be donated in your name."

In Memoriam
Dr. Marcel Moraud, best remembered

at Rice for his thirty-two years (1924-1956)
as head of Romance Languages died January
26. A Houston Post editorial said "his lasting
memorial will be in the minds of hundreds of
Rice students who got from him their first
feel of the French language and culture."

Professor Moraud was born in Roziers
St. Georges, France, in 1886, received his
doctorate in literature at the Sorbonne with
highest honors, and did post-doctorate work
at Edinburg. He volunteered and fought for
France in World War I until he was wounded,
and in 1917 he came to the United States as a
member of the French High Commission.
The rest of Moraud's life was devoted to

education and to strengthening the ties
between the United States and France. He
taught at the University of Minnesota,
Princeton, and the University of Toronto
before coming to Rice. Throughout his career
he was honored with visiting professorships.
He lectured all over the world, wrote several
books, and many articles on literature and on
Franco-American relations. Moraud was able
to offer a unique point of view to Frenchmen
about American politics and to Americans
about French politics, especially during the
critical period between the two world wars.
For Texans he was instrumental in reviving

Texas's unusual ties to France. France was
one of the first countries to recognize the
Republic of Texas in 1836 and one of the
countries to have an official legation building
in Austin. The building was restored under
Moraud's direction and now stands as a
historical monument. Also, through his ef-
forts, a French delegation visited Texas in
1936 to take part in the centennial celebration
and a bust of the explorer La Salle was placed
in Austin as yet another reminder of Texas's
relationship with France.
Moraud was honored many times in his life,

but the most prestigious award, les Palmes
Academiques, was presented to him by the
French government for his devotion and
service to France as an academician and
a patriot.
He is survived by his wife May, and three

Children: May Elise Blanchard, Georgette
Murphy, and Marcel I. Moraud; seven grand-
children; and nine great-grandchildren.
Memorial services were held in Houston,

his burial in France.

E. Joe Shimek '29, a member of the Rice
Board of Governors and retired vice-pres-
ident of EG&G International, Inc., died
suddenly of a heart attack March 10. His
services to Rice, which began with election to
the presidency of his senior class and have
continued ever since, will be greatly missed.

Alter graduating Phi Beta Kappa in electri-
cal engineering at Rice, Shimek took a
master's degree from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. He returned to
Houston in 1931 for a five-year stint on Rice's
electrical engineering faculty. Consulting
work during this time introduced him to
geophysical engineering, a relatively new
field in oil exploration and development, which
needed the skills of capable and imaginative
electrical engineers. He decided to make it
his profession.
Shimek and his wife, Evelyn Epley Shimek

'29, traveled Texas extensively during the
next few years for various geophysical explo-
ration firms. In 1945, Shimek and Hart Brown
'25, began their seismic exploration company,
Geophysical Associates International, in Dal-
las. They subsequently relocated in Houston
and merged with Gravity Meter Exploration
Company.
EG&G International, Inc., acquired

Geophysical Associates in 1968 and named
Shimek vice-president of the company and
general manager of their GAI-GMX Divi-
sion. His professional memberships includ-
ed the Society of Exploration Geophysics,
the American Association of Petroleum
Geologists, and the American Society for
Oceanography.

After his retirement in 1971, Shimek and
his wife traveled extensively, using their
home on a wooded lot on Houston's bayou as
a base.
The Shimeks have been Contributing Life

Members of the Rice Associates for many
years, and Joe served as chairman of the
Advisory Committee for the Institute for
Computer Services and chairman of the
Advisory Council in Engineering. In 1968, he
was elected an Alumni Governor to the Rice
Board of Governors and he served as a
Governor Advisor after the expiration of his
term in 1970. Last spring, he was named a
term member of the board.

Besides his widow, survivors include a son,
Lt. Col. E. Joe Shimek II, of Monterrey,
Calif.; and a daughter, Suzanne Shimek, of
Los Angeles.

Robbie E. Bayer BA '19, Murfreesboro,
Tenn. John Gordon Bennett BA '23,
Houston. Cary Farrow Sr. BA '23, of San
Antonio, Tex. Tresmer Johnson BA '23,
of Collins, Miss. R. Alec Brown BA '24,
of Houston. Abbe A. Ledbetter, M.D.
BA '26, of Houston. Harry A. Sanders,
Sr. BA '26, of Houston. Leroy E. Lane
BA '27, of La Fayette, La. Catherine
Caroline Harbeck Griffitts BA '27, of
Dayton, Tex. James D. Killough BA '27,
of Shreveport, La. E. Joe Shimek BS '29,
of Houston. Wendell Holmes Hamrick,
M.D. BA '29, of Dickenson, Tex. Ellzey
Schirmer Colvin BA '31, of Decatur,
Georgia. Jean Strobel Treadway BA '31,
of Houston. Sam Farquhar BA '33, of
Houston. Malcolm E. Ennis BA '34, of
Los Alamos, New Mex. Clarence A. Wells
BA '36, of Houston. Dr. Oscar James, Jr.
BA '36, of Houston. Vincent L. Nealy BS
'36, of Sun City, Ariz. Margaret Forristall
Burns BA '43, of Houston. Malcolm
McKay Herndon BA '48, of Houston. Dr.
Raymond H. Hedge, Jr. BA '50, of
Houston. Wesley R. Corrick BA '51, of
Greenwell Springs, La. Roger Norris
Keeler BS '51, of Diablo, Calif. Stacy
Hughes Watson BA '51, of Houston.
Phyllis Jeanne Randall Porter BA '52,
of Augusta, Ga. Dr. Todd Huber Frnka BA
'57, of Houston. Jerry Carl Smithson MS
'63, of Friendswood, Tex. Stephen Dale
Wretlind BA '69, of Encinitas, Calif. Inez
Buvens, friend of Rice University, of
Houston. James Leo Criswell, manager
of Rice's information systems since 1972,
of Houston.
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and it is usually non-existent at all out-of-
town games. In the absence of the Rice band,
there is no credible demonstration of a
constituency for the team to represent.

Recent administrative policies have insured
that the band will never again be allowed to
visit five of the seven other conference
schools at out-of-town games, including all of
the other private schools, which nevertheless
still send their bands to games in Houston.
Rice accepts payments from all conference
schools for their TV and bowl appearances,
but it will not match their contributions to the
game environment. Simultaneously, Rice is
no longer competing seriously with the
private schools on the field before and after
halftime, where it should have at least some
success. There is no organized alumni func-
tion associated with the games even in Dallas,
with the largest concentration of alumni
outside of Houston.

In view of these developments, I reluc-
tantly am led to the conclusion that there is no
longer any viable public concern to justify
such a program which by its very nature
depends on such support. In consideration of
the past record and integrity of football at
Rice, it should not be maintained as a
constant embarrassment, especially for the
sake of those who must actually play on
the field.
Shelton Ragland '69
Dallas

To the editor:
Assuming the accuracy of the reporting in
the February SALLYPORT, I studied Dr. Dan
Dotson's opinions of Laetrile with wonder.
That anyone could go through Rice and
Math 100, medical school, and emerge so
majestically innocent of analytical thinking
and the scientific method is, in its own' way,
wonderful.
The emptiness and fragility of his free-

floating fancies and speculations can not be
hidden from thoughtful readers by dressing
them in pseudo-scientific jargon. His proposal
to add Laetrile and "vitamins, minerals,
herbs, organ extracts, vaccines, enzymes,
allopathic and homeopathic drugs, acu-
puncture, and auriculotherapy" to the treat-
ment schedule of cancer patients might
shock Shakespeare's witches. The unpredict-
able placebo effect and the equally unpredict-
able rhythm of tumor growth make rational
analysis of any therapy difficult. His mixture
makes it impossible!
The report contains the pejorative code

words "official F. D. A.," "organized
medicine," and "orthodox circles," as though
they are enemies of innovative and pro-
gressive thought. Perhaps Dr. Dotson is
moved by the anti-intellectual, anti-rational

spirit that has touched many young people
during the past twenty 'years. The spirit
seems to me rather wistful and comical -
except in a physician's office. His ideas
concerning the nature and etiology of malig-
nant disease, for example, deny decades of
serious research.
The "complexity and consequent expense"

of his treatment, amounting to an initial cost
of $1,500, I find difficult to understand. An
itemized statement of expenses might help
toward this understanding.
The "central tragedy of the present situa-

tion" is not that physicians with expertise do
not incorporate Laetrile in their treatment. It
is that some desperate patients listen to the
siren song of the nostrum and take apricot
pit extract instead of orthodox treatment
and thereby lose a chance for a cure or a
longer life.
Dr. R. W. Baird '38
Marble Falls, Texas
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CLASSNOTES. A letter we read recently gave us pause:"... when I read this month's
array of success stories, I suddenly felt a whole lot of pangs of fondness for a whole bunch of
old friends and cronies who never write in, like me. Maybe you haven't cared about reporting
on yourselves, or maybe you just don't have anything fancy to report, but I sure would like to
know what's happened in your lives. Those years have faded into a dream-like quality, and I
hate losing the reality of that most event-and change-packed part of my life. Are you really
real? Are you still out there kicking? Or are you, after all, figments of my imagination?"

Name   Class

Address (_ _ new)  
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Write a Script for the Marching Owl Band and Win Yourself $100 (or less)

The Halftime of Your Life!

The MOB (Marching Owl Band) is soliciting ideas for halftime
shows during the '78 football season.
Individual Rice alumni may submit entries in the form of complete scripts

(introduction, formations, music titles, dialogue, and props) or segments of
a complete script. Everything will be considered.

If a complete script is selected for presentation during the season, then the
author will be awarded a prize of $100.
The author of the best segment used by the band during the season will

receive a prize of $25.
If no complete script is selected for use, then as many as five segments

may earn $25 prizes for their authors.

Contest rules:
1. There is no limit on the number of complete scripts or segments of

scripts which an individual may submit.
2. All will be judged on suitability for presentation, originality, style, etc.
3. A complete script should provide for about seven minutes of

presentation time, i.e., about four formations, with entrance and exit
specified.

4. Scripts should include, but are not limited to, formations, dialogue,
and music.

5. Any script may be modified in any manner in which the Rice Band
deems necessary for presentation.

6. Should duplicate ideas be submitted, the judges will choose the
sequence or segment in the best form. Duplicate prizes cannot be
awarded.

7. All entries must be postmarked no later than June 30, 1978, to be
considered for the contest. (Ideas will be accepted at any time, but will
not be included in any contest after June 30.)

8. If none of the entries have merit for the 1978 season, no cash prizes will
be awarded.

9. All scripts become the property of the Rice Owl Band and may be
used at any time without regard to the outcome of the contest and
without further compensation.

10. All entries will be acknowledged as they are received. Please include
your name, address, and phone number on all sheets of all entries and
indicate whether the entry is intended to be judged as a complete script
or a segment of a script. Also, indicate that the entry is from an
alumnus /a. (Alumni entries will compete for prizes against other alumni
entries, student entries against other student entries, in two separate
categories.

11. Judges will be Bob Hord, Randy Woelfel, Tom Reveley, Bert Roth,
and Dean Samuel Jones.

12. Submit entries to: Rice Owl Band, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892,
Houston, TX 77001.

Here's your chance to call the tune and get paid for it. Moreover, if your
idea is used and you wish to, you may participate in the show alongside the
MOB while thousands look on with envy.
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